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Coats to be
collected for
tornado victims
Coats for tornado victims in
western Kentucky, especially in
Crittenden County, will be collected Saturday as part of the
Make a Difference Recycling
Day from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
the Stewart Stadium parking
lot.
A car safety seat check will
be held in conjunction with Make
a Difference Day. The safety
seat check, staffed by Drive
Smart Kentucky professionals,
will be located -at -Parker FOrd
at Main and Seventh Streets.
Unsafe children's car seats
will be replaced at no charge.

Checks for
settlement
average $429
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Payments to Kentucky tobacco growers from a national settlement averaged $429 per
check, according to a state
report.
The money was in a trust
fund created by cigarette makers to compensate growers and
quota owners for decreases in
future tobacco purchases.
The report released Thursday said $108.8 million was
distributed in 253,597 checks.
Thousands qualified for more
than one check, so the perperson average payment was
higher — $651 for each of
167,000 people.
Eighty-two percent of the
checks were issued on tobacco bases of 8,000 pounds or
less, the report said.

54-year-old
grandmother
to have
triplets
SUNNYSIDE, Wash.(AP) —
Aracelia Garcia. who already
has 15 grandchildren, was a
bit surprised to find herself
pregnant again — and with
triplets.
-I could have imagined one
but not more — not three."
the 54-year-old woman said
in Spanish. "My heart is full
of happiness. I feel happy God
wants me to have three. ... A
child is a gift, a treasure."
The babies, all girls, could
come as soon as next week.
Garcia is waiting out the
pregnancy at home, where the
living room is filled with portraits of her and her husband
surrounded by their eight children, whose ages range from
16 to 34, and their grandchildren.
Dr. Diana Smigaj at the
Cascade Woman's Health Care
Center in Yakima said older
expectant mothers like Garcia
face additional health risks
including high blood pressure
and diabetes. The babies are
also at risk for growth problems, premature birth and
Down syndrome.
But Garcia's health is excellent, which she attributes to
her years of toil as a farm
worker.

Today...Sunny. High 45 to
50. Northwest wind 5 to 10
mph
Tonight...Mostly clear. Low
in the upper 20s. Light wind.
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MSU, friends
mourn Perry

Johnson
to leave
Racers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Denver Johnson was scheduled
to be introduced as the new head
football coach at Illinois State University during an afternoon press
conference today in Normal, Ill.
Murray State Athletic Director
E.W. Dennison confirmed late
Thursday that liAnstfri witt replace-friend and former teammate Todd
Berry as the Redbirds' next coach.
"(Denver's) taking the job," said
Dennison in a telephone interview.
"We hate to see him- go. He's
done a great job with our studentathletes, and he's done it with
class. He deserves all the accolades that you can give him."
Johnson was hired by Murray Former Murray State head coach Denver Johnson is schedState before the 1997 season to uled be named the new head coach at Illinois State today.
replace current Arkansas head coach State and Tennessee-Martin, left Illi- nity."
Houston Nutt.
nois State in December after comDennison said a search for JohnSince then, he has guided the piling a 24-24 record in four sea- son's successor will begin immeRacers to three consecutive 7-4 sons. He is the new head coach diately.
finishes during his three-year tenure at Army.
"We're already working on form- a 21-12 combined mark. Those
"I was'not looking for a job
ing a committee," he said. "We'll
records were good enough for sec- and hadn't solicited any offers,"
-together
ond-place finishes in the Ohio Val- Johnson said late Thursday. "MR —get -a4is -'-of- eandidates
here
as
soon as
and
get
them
in
ley Conference each season.
was a very difficult decision for
possible."
Berry, a former teammate of me to make, but this is a chance
(Please see related stories on
Johnson's at the University of Tulsa to get in on the ground floor of
and a colleague at both Oklahoma what I consider a great opportu- Page 8.)

DOE official quits amid probe
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A top budget official
for the Kentucky Department of Education has abruptly resigned amid allegations of misappropriated funds.
Deputy Commissioner Randy Kimbrough resigned
Thursday at the request of Interim Commissioner
Kevin M. Noland.
In a statemeof released late Thursday, the Ken-,
tucky Department of Education said KimbrOugh was
being investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the state Attorney General's Office for
"financial irregularities" of about $300,000 in 1998
and 1999.
The money was supposed to be used for con-

tracted services through a local education cooperative, the statement said.
Kimbrough was in charge of the department's Bureau
of Management Support Services, a job in which
she was responsible for overseeing the department's
budget and holding school districts accountable for
how they raise -arid-*nil public fun4S.
'Noland, who met with federal investigatkns on
Thursday, said in the statement he is requesting an
independent audit by the state auditor "to confirm
that we know the full extent of this, and to make

MI See Page 2

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The last time Dr. Dannie Harrison remembers talking to Roger
Perry was in October at a Murray State University Homecoming
event.
Harrison said Perry suggested
that they plan another of the occasional get-togethers that the College of Business and Public Affairs
(B&PA) had at the "goat house,"
Perry's nickname for his Marshall
County home. .
Jim Carter, the executive direetor of MSU's Alumni Association,
last recalls seeing Perry, a past
association president, about a month_
ago in what he said was typical
Roger Perry spirits - "in high
ROGER PERRY
gear," shaking hands, sense of
humor intact. '
der, in a statement issued ThursIt was the memories of Perry's day afternoon., mourned the loss
devotion to MSU and his outgo- of an alumnus who "was always
ing personality that Harrison and ready to come to the aid and supCarter remembered Thursday just port of his university. He will be
hours after learning of Perry's sorely missed by all of us."
Most of Perry's colleague's noted
death that morning.
"He was very, very interested his dedication to the B&PA Alumin not just what the Alumni Asso- ni Association, of which he was
ciation was doing, ... but a great the first president, and the MSU
supporter of the entire universi- Alumni Association, of which he
ty," Carter said. "Roger was never was president in 1995-96.
Harrison described Perry as "a
bashful about being a spokesman
driving force" in the formation of
for Murray State."
"It's a tremendous loss to the the B&PA college's alumni sociuniversity," said Harrison, the dean ety in the mid-1980s.
"He played a major role as far
of the B&PA college.
as
getting it off the ground," HarMarshall County Coroner Mithcell Lee said Friday morning that rison said.
Perry, who won the 1991 B&PA
Perry's death was from a self-inflictAchievement Award,
Distinguished
ed wound, but, citing the family's
recruited
alumni
to join the assowishes, refused to say how he
ciation and helped organize Homedied.
None of the colleagues inter- coming events, Harrison said.
"If we wanted anything done,
viewed Thursday knew_ _what._
prompted Perry's death, but sev- Roger wa'S trki- one we could calF
, •
eral mentioned that. the recent on," he said.
anything
we
needed
"Anytime,
recurrence of prostate cancer,might
willmore
than
Roger
was
done,
have played a role.
Jones,
the
said
Patti
to
help,
ing
(Please see obituary notice, Page
3.)
MSU eresident Dr. Kern Alexan- • See Page 2

Debate site goes
against stereotype
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP)-- The site of this year's debate
among vice presidential candidates contradicts just about every
Kentucky stereotype ever perpetuated.
Danville schools are good, income levels are well above
state averages, there is a solid economic base in agriculture
and some light manufacturing, and at the root of the progressive community is Centre College.
Centre has produced two vice presidents in the 19th Cent
tury, John C. Breckinridge and Adlai Ewing Stevenson, a chief
justice and associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, Fred- 1
M. Vinson and John Marshall Harlan, respectively, and countless congressmen, governors and leaders in business, law and
medicine. .
It even has a historical footnote in football in a basketball
crazy state — a 6-0 win over defending national champion
Harvard in 1921'that has been called the greatest upset of the
first half of The 20th century.
"There's a kind of resentment of Danville among other
small towns because we always think we're so damn good,"

• See Page 2

Patton to visit
storm-hit areas
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
— Goy. Paul Patton said today
he will tour storm-wracked
Owensboro and offer some
emergency housing aid.
Kentucky Housing Corp.,
which mainly makes mortgage
loans at lower-than-market rates
to low-income people, is opening a temporary office in
Owensboro.
The agency will make loans
for new construction and substantial rehabilitation, among
other things. Patton announced
today. The field office will be
in the Green River Area Development District building, Patton said.
Patton planned to make the
announcement about 3:30 p.m.
CST, then tour storm-damaged
areas.

A storm that raked through
the Mississippi and Ohio river
valleys included a tornado that
belted Owensboro.
Barbara Cockrum's voice
cracked with emotion as she
recalled climbing into her bathtub with some pillows and a
flashlight just before the tornado hit.
"I had no more done that
when I felt the vibrations, the
thumping, and I knew that
something was happening," she
said outside her home Thursday.
The tornado left a four-mile
path of destruction through
southern Owensboro on Monday. At Cockrum's brick ranch

O See Page 2

ED)NARD SHERIDAN 'Ledger & Times photo
A CONSTRUCTIVE BREAK...Students from Denise Whitaker's arts and crafts class at Robertson Elementary School worked Thursday on various projects. The three-day-a-week class is
being offered as an intercessory class by the Murray City School System while students are
out on holiday break. Regular classes are scheduled to resume Jan. 10.

Officials to dig near Paducah plant
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Justice
officials are expected to begin excavating near the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant today in response to a
whistle-blower lawsuit alleging past
plant operators concealed pollution
woes to collect performance bonuses.
The Energy Department and several government contractors met with
the Justice Department on Wednesday to complete plans for excavating to obtain samples and analyze
past disposal practices.
Excavations will largely be in an
area where black radioactive ooze
was discovered last July.

An Energy Department report said
the ooze appeared to be a combination of old oil and roofing material
bubbling up in a closed sanitary landfill.
But a whistle-blower lawsuit filed
last summer accuses past plant operators of hiding the nature and extent
of pollution in and around the site
to collect millions of dollars in performance bonuses.
Past operators, units of Union Carbide and Lockheed Martin, have denied
wrongdoing.
The U.S. attorney's office in
Louisville has asked for six more
months to complete an investigation

V

of the whistle-blower claims before
deciding whether to join the lawsuit.
Justice Department officials said
excavation would open at least two
pits north of the plant near a landfill and in the path of an old open
chemical sewer that removed plant
drainage and effluent.
Officials say the digging will cost
more than $1 million and he completed late this month.
The plant now helps produce
nuclear reactor fuel, but for years it
produced weapons-grade uranium, dismantled bombs and other Cold War

•See Page 2
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Coats to be
collected for
tornado victims
Coats for tornado victims in
western Kentucky, especially in
Crittenden County, will be collected Saturday as part of the
Make a Difference Recycling
Day from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
the Stewart Stadium parking
lot.
A car safety seat check will
be held in conjunction with Make
a Difference Day. The safety
seat check, staffed by Drive
Smart Kentucky professionals,
will be located at Parker Ford
at Main and Seventh Streets.
Unsafe children's car seats
will be replaced at no charge.

Checks for
settlement
average $429
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Payments to Kentucky-tobacco growers from a national settlement averaged $429 per
check, according to a state
report.
The money was in a trust
fund created by cigarette makers to compensate growers and
quota owners for decreases in
future tobacco purchases.
The report released Thursday said $108.8 million was
distributed in 253,597 checks.
Thousands qualified for more
than one check, so the perperson average payment was
higher — $651 for each of
167,000 people.
Eighty-two percent of the
checks were issued on tobacco bases of 8,000 pounds or
less, the report said.

54-year-old
Ota-ritlitOther
to have
triplets
SUNNYSIDE, Wash.(AP) —
Aracelia Garcia, who already
has 15 grandchildren, was a
bit surprised to find herself
pregnant again — and with
triplets.
"I could have imagined one
but not more — not three,"
the 54-year-old woman said
in Spanish. "My heart is full
of happiness. I feel happy God
wants me to have three. ... A
child is a gift, a treasure."
The babies, all girls, could
come as soon as next week.
Garcia is waiting out the
pregnancy at home, where the
living room is filled with portraits of her and her husband
surrounded by their eight children, whose ages range from
16 to 34, and their grandchildren.
Dr. Diana Smigaj at the
Cascade Woman's Health Care
Center in Yakima said older
expectant mothers like Garcia
face additional health risks
including high blood pressure
and diabetes. The babies are
also at risk for growth problems, premature birth and
Down syndrome.
But Garcia's health is excellent, which she attributes to
her years of toil as a farm
worker.

Today...Sunny. High 45 to
50. Northwest wind 5 to 10
mph.
Tonight...Mostly clear. Low
in the upper 20s. Light wind.
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Johnson
to leave
Racers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Denver Johnson was scheduled
to be introduced as the new head
football coach at Illinois State University during an afternoon press
conference today in Normal, Ill.
Murray State Athletic Director
E.W. Dennison confirmed late
Thursday that Johnson will replace
friend and former teammate Todd
Berry as the Redbirds' next coach.
"(Denver's) taking the job," said
Dennison in a telephone interview.
"We hate to see him go. He's
dellea greatjob with our student,
athletes, and he's done it with
class. He deserves all the accolades that you can give, him."
Johnson was hired by Murray
State before the 1997 season to
replace current Arkansas head coach
Houston Nutt.
Since then, he has guided the
Racers to three consecutive 7-4
finishes during his three-year tenure
- a 21-12 combined mark. Those
records were good enough for second-plate finishes in the Ohio-Valley Conference each season.
Berg, a former teammate of
Johnson's at the University of Tulsa
and a colleague at both Oklahoma

MSU, friends
mourn Perry

Former Murray State head coach Denver Johnson is scheduled be named the new head coach at Illinois State today.
State and Tennessee-Martin, left Illi- nity."
nois State in December after comDennison said a search for Johnpiling a 24-24 record in four sea- son's successor will begin immesons. He is the new head coach diately.
at Army.
"We're already working on form"I was not looking for a job
ing a committee," he said. "We'll
and hadn't solicited any offers,"
Janson said late Thursday. "This -get a -list- of t,1IIdIddtcs togetherwas a very difficult decision for and get them in here as soon'as
me to make, but this is a chance possible."
(Please see related stories on
to get in on the ground floor of
what I consider a great opportu- Page 8.)

DOE official quits amid probe
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A top budget official tracted services through a local education cooperafor the Kentucky Department of Education has abrupt- tive, the statement said.
ly resigned amid allegations of misappropriated funds.
Kimbrough was in charge of the department's Bureau
Deputy Commissioner Randy Kimbrough resigned--...of Management Support Services, a job in which
Thursday at the request of Interim Commissioner she was responsible for overseeing the department's
Kevin M. Noland.
budget and holding school districts accountable for
hi a statement released late Thursday, the Ken- how they raise and spend public funds.
tucky Department of Education said Kimbrough was
Noland, who met with federal investigavs on
being investigated by the Federal • Bureau of Inves- Thursday, said in the statement he is requesting an
tigation and the state Attorney General's Office for independent audit by the state auditor "to confirm
"financial irregularities" of about $300,000 in 1998 that we know the full extent of this, and to make
and 1999.
The money was supposed to be used for con- M See Page 2

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The last time Dr. Dannie Harrison remembers talking to Roger
Perry was in October at a Murray State University Homecoming
event.
Harrison said Perry suggested
that they plan another of the occasional get-togethers that the College of Business and Public Affairs
(B&PA) had at the "goat house,"
Perry's nickname for his Marshall
County home.
Jim Carter, the executive director of MSU's Alumni Association,
last recalls seeing Perry, a past
association president,abouta month.ago in what he said was typical
Roger Perry spirits - "in high
ROGER PERRY
gear," shaking hands, sense of
humor intact.
der, in a statement issued Thursdevotion to MSU andlis_outgo-ing personality that Harrison and
Carter remembered Thursday just
hours after learning of Perry's
death that morning.
"He was very, very interested
in not just what the Alumni Assobut a great
ciation wasdoing.
supporter of the entire university," Carter said. "Roger was never
bashful about being a spokesman
for Murray State."
"It's a tremendous loss to the
university," said Harrison, the dean
of the B&PA college.
Marshall County Coroner Mithcell Lee said Friday morning that
Perry's death was from a self-inflicted wound, but, citing the family's
wishes, refused to say how he
died.
None of the colleagues inter'
viewed -Thursday -k-new- what
prompted Perry's-death; tut- ser- eral mentioned that the recent
recurrence of prostate cancer might
have played a role.
(Please see obituary notice, Page
3.)
MSU President Dr. Kern Alexan-

of an alumnus who -was always
ready to come to the aid and support of his university. He will be
sorely missed by all of us."
Most of Perry's colleague's noted
his dedication to the B&PA Alumni Association, of which he was
the first president, and the Mal_
Alumni Association, of which he
was president in 1995-96.
Harrison described Perry as "a
driving force" in the formation of
the B&PA college's alumni society in the mid-1980s.
"He played a major role as far
as getting it off the ground," Harrison said.
Perry, who won the 1991 B&PA
Distinguished Achievement Award,
recruited alumni to join the association and helped organize Homecoming events, Henson said.
"If..we -wanted_ anything done,
Roger was the one we could call
on," he said.
"Anytime we needed anything
done, Roger was more than willing to help," said Patti Jones, the

II See Page 2

Debate site goes
against stereotype
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The site of this year's debate
among vice presidential candidates contradicts just about every
Kentucky stereotype ever perpetuated.
Danville schools are good, income levels are well above
state averages, there is a solid economic base in agriculture
and some light manufacturing, and at the root of the progressive community is Centre College.
Centre has produced two vice presidents in the 19th Century, John C. Breckinridge and Adlai Ewing Stevenson, a chief
justice and associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, Fred
M. Vinson and John Marshall Harlan, respectively, and countless congressmen, governors and leaders in business, law and
medicine.
It even has a historical footnote in football in- a basketball
crazy state — a 6-0 win over defending national champion
Harvard in 1921 that has been called the greatest upset of the
first half of the 20th century.
"There's a kind of resentment of Danville among other
small towns because we always think we're so damn good,"

• See Page 2

Patton to visit
storm-hit areas
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
-- Gov. Paul Patton said today
he will tour storm-wracked
Owensboro and offer some
emergency housing aid.
Kentucky Housing Corp.,
which mainly makes mortgage
loans at lower-than-market rates
to low-income people, is opening a temporary office in
Owensboro.
The agency will make loans
for new construction and substantial rehabilitation, among
other things. Patton announced
today. The field office will be
in the Green River Area Development District building, Patton said.
Patton planned to make the
announcement about 3:30 p.m.
CST, then tour storm-damaged
areas.

A storm that raked through
the Mississippi and Ohio river
valleys included a tornado that
belted Owensboro.
Barbara Cockrum•s voice
cracked with emotion as she
recalled climbing into her bathtub with some pillows and a
flashlight just before the tornado hit.
"I had no more done that
when I felt the vibrations, the
thumping, and I knew that
something was happening," she
said outside her home Thursday.
The tornado left a four-mile
path of destruction through
southern Owensboro on -Monday. At Cockrum's brick ranch

• See Page 2

EDWARD SHERIDAN 'Ledger 8. Times photo
A CONSTRUCTIVE BREAK...Students from Denise Whitaker's arts and crafts class at Robertson Elementary School worked Thursday on various projects. The three-day-a-week class is
being offered as an intercessory class by the Murray City School System while students are
out on holiday break. Regular classes are scheduled to resume Jan. 10.

Officials to dig near Paducah plant
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) — Justice
officials are expected to begin excavating near the.Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant today in response to a
whistle-blower lawsuit alleging past
plant operators concealed pollution
woes to collect performance bonuses.
The Energy Department and several government contractors met with
the Justice Department on Wednesday to complete plans for excavating to obtain samples and analyze
past disposal practices.
Excavations will largely be in an
area where black radioactive ooze
was discovered last July.

An Energy Department report said
the ooze appeared to be a combination of old oil and roofing material
bubbling up in a closed sanitary landfill.
But a whistle-blower lawsuit filed
last summer accuses past plant operators of hiding the nature and extent
of pollution in and around the site
to collect millions of dollars in performance bonuses.
Past operators, units of Union Carbide and Lockheed Martin, have denied
wrongdoing.
The U.S. attorney's office in
Louisville has asked for six more
months to complete an investigation

of the whistle-blower claims before
deciding whether to join the lawsuit.
Justice Department officials said
excavation would open at least two
pits north of the plant near a landfill and in the path of an old open
chemical sewer that removed plant
drainage and effluent.
Officials say the digging will cost
more than $1 million and he completed late this month.
The plant now helps produce
nuclear reactor fuel, but for years it
produced weapons-grade uranium, dismantled bombs and other Cold War

II See Page 2
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•Perry ...
Roger so good was he could adapt
himself. Different cases require
assistant director for alumni affairs different styles
and different techwho worked with Perry for about nique."
Blankenship said. Perry
10 .years. That included Perry's knew when
to be aggressive and
seven-year stint (1990-97) on the when to
take a more delicate touch,
Alumni Association's board of gov- he said.
ernors.
Among Perry's most notable
Jones and Carter said Perry was case were
his defense of Neil
instrumental in the creation of the Williams, who
was convicted in
current Development and Alumni March of
hiring someone to kill
Affairs office, located in the old his late wife,
and Lana Phelps,
University Church of Christ on who was
one of seven people iniNorth 15th Street since December tially charged with
seuing the fatal
1997.
MSU dorm fire in September 1998.
"His pet project was the alumThe latter case was prosecuted
ni center," Jones said.
by Commonwealth's Attorney Mike
"He was always an advocate Ward. Perry announced his intenfor the alumni having a place of tion this past September to oppose
significance, a prominent place on Ward for the Democratic nominacampus," that would be worth of tion for the office.
the achievements of MSU gradu(Ward declined comment on
ates, Carter said.
Perry's death through a spokesman.)
One of the results of that dedBlankenship said he and Perry
ication was the association's annu- met in 1994 through Blankenship's
al TV auction, which is the group's in-laws, who attended the First Unitlargest fund-raiser, Carter said.
ed Methodist Church with Perry.
Perry not only helped secure
They decided to go into pracitems to be auctioned off, but also tice together in 1994 before
emceed the first three events. The Blankenship
moved
from
fourth auction is slated for April
Knoxville, Tenn., to Benton.
28-29, Carter said.
Asked if that situation was simPerry als0 provided -radio play - -ihir to a -blind date, Blankenship
by-play commentary during MSU's laughed and said, "There was some
Oct. lfr Homecoming parade.
risk on both sides."
It was a similar versatility that
He added, though,"I knew about
was Perry's strongest trait in the
Roger's reputation ... that he was
courtroom, said Tom Blankenship, one of the best trial lawyers in
with whom he shared a taw pracwestern Kentucky.
,tice in, Benton for 5 ,1/2.,years.
"He was one of the most intel"One of the things that made
lectual, articulate men r know."

From Page 1

Bush makes familiar promise
DURHAM. N.H.(AP) — In the
first of back-to-back debates, the
Republican presidential candidates
split on the question of whether
gays should he allowed to serve
openly in the military.
Texas Gov. George W. Bush
and Sen. John McCain said they
supported the Clinton administration policy now in effect — which
members of their party long have
reviled.
"I'm a 'don't ask, don't tell'
man," declared the front-running
Bush, who opened the debate with
an all-but-unequivocal tax pledge
similar to one that later caused
trouble for his father, former President Bush.
Their rivals, however, said gays
should not be permitted to serve
openly.
Meanwhile, McCain again de-

fended his action as chairman of
the Senate Commerce Committee
to prod the Federal Communications Commission to act on a license request from one of his campaign contributors.
The Arizona senator has made
campaign finance reform a cornerstone of his presidential campaign,
saying that money is "corrupting"
the political process.
"Most objective observers believe the FCC hasn't done their
job," he told a questioner. "That's
my obligation as a senator and as
the chairman of a powerful committee."
Bush, McCain and, their rivals
— Steve Forbes, Alan Keyes, Gary
Bauer and Sen. Orrin Hatch of
Utah — meet again tonight in
South Carolina, and on Monday in
Michigan.

On gays in the military, McCain
said the existing policy could be
fine-tuned. But in apparent agreement with Bush. added, "I cannot
change a policy that's working."
The "don't ask, don't tell" policy, which the president and others
have said has not worked well, requires gays in the military to keep
their sexual orientation a secret.
The other Republicans on stage
trashed the policy.
Bauer said the pledges Wednesday night by the two Democratic
candidates to ensure that homosexuals can serve openly in the
military were "idiotic."
"The Joint Chiefs ofdiStaff have
one purpose, to keep the United
States out of war, and if they fail
that, to win any war we're getting
into," he said.
Forbes said open gays should

not be allowed, saying the military
is "not an agency for social experimentation."
On taxes, an aggressive Bush
opened with a pledge to cut them.
"If there's a recession it's important to cut taxes to make sure
the economy grows.... It's also important to cut the taxes where
there's times of plenty. ... It's important to cut the taxes to make
sure Washington, D.C., does not
spend the surplus," he said.
He was asked whether he was
saying "no new taxes, so help me
God" — a reference to the no-newtaxes pledge his father broke after
winning the White House.
"This is not only no new taxes.
This is tax cuts, so help me God,"
replied the junior Bush.
He had steered clear of such
pledges until now.

Storm brewing over
fate of Cuban boy

ti

-MIAMI (AP) — -By this time
next week, 6-year-old Elian Gonzalez is supposed to be back in
Cuba with his father, as ordered by
the U.S. government.
However, the international fight
has heated up over where to put the
,.boy plucked from the _sea-after,his mother and stepfather and eight
others drowned trying 'to reach the
United States.
Gov. Jeb Bush has appealed to
President Clinton to reverse the orFIREMEN'S DINNER...The Hazel Volunteer Fire Department
der made by the Immigration and
tiful performing arts facility right
From Page 1
honored some of its members last month at its 20th annual
Naturalization Service, a ruling Atthere."
dinner.
Plaque
were
from
winners
(back
left)
row,
Gene
torney
Orr
General Janet Reno said will
Centre President John Roush
said Joe Clarke, a state legislator
Miller, David Provine, Lane Schmidt Joe Thompson, Verla
stand.
for nearly 30 years who became led the effort, with experience he
Robinson and Kim .Craig and (seated) Jason Chadwick,
While the issue appears settled
speaker of the Kentucky House gained in 1992 when he was at
in Washington, Cuban-Americans
Henry Hutson, Jerry White and Glen Barnett. Not shown are
of Representatives.
the University of Richmond in
in Miami have made the case a
Chris Provine, Anthony Robinson and Mike Mason.
Centre opened in 1819 and the Virginia and it was the site of a
cause celebre, taking their anger
goodwill of its--alumni--has—made --presidential—debate.
over the decision into the streets.
it a showpiece, with the 1,500Politics in the community reflect
One exile group called for more
seat Norton Center for the Arts an independent streak. Its local
protests throughout Miami again
as its crown jewel. The center officials are Democratic, but its
today.
will be the site of the debate Oct. legislative delegation has a RepubDemonstrators skirmished
with
.
Park subdivision, one of the city's
5.
lican and a Democrat. It votes From Page 1
police Thursday, with hundreds
Danville, with about 16,000 peo- Democratic in state races, but voted on the city's tar southwest side, hardest-hit neighborhoods.
Randall Goatee stood nearby blocking intersections and cutting
ple, was the smallest cityio apply for a Republican in the 6th Con- the twister took off half of her
for a debate. But.Janet BroWn,exec- gressional District in 1998 and for roof, shattered all of her front with his chain saw, preparing to off access to the busy Port of Miutive director of the Commission Bob Dole for president in 1996. windows and damaged two large transform one of Cockrum's storm- ami. A motorist plowed through a
group of protesters blocking an inon Presidential Debates, said:
"Danville is accustomed to atten- trees in her yard, which remained damaged trees into kindling.
"Danville happens to have what tion and success," said Mayor Alex filled with debris.
One Of the few rooms left stand-. tersection, knocking two people to
we need and Centre has a beau- Stevens.
Her home is in the Tamarack ing was the kitchen, its matching the ground.
The disruptions lasted into the
sVhite appliances exposed to the
elements and glimmering oddly in evening, -and police in riot gear
_.the sun._ Furniture_ was _everywhere. used tear gas to dispers_c_a crowd.
"We won't stand for this!"
A garage., behind the house had'
shouted Manny Guetierrez, 21, Who
collapsed onto a car.
Goatee, who was volunteering was standing on the hood of a car.
his time to help with the massive "We don't care about the police.
cleanup effort under, way in this We will continue to demonstrate no
Ohio River city, shook his head matter how much force they use."
In all, at least 135 people were
as he looked across the street toward
other homes that had been spared arrested, including two prominent
Cuban exile leaders. Among those
a similar fate.
The tornado sent IS people to arrested was Lazzaro Diaz. who
the hospital and damaged or
destroyed more than 2,200 homes.
Bob Carper, director of Owensboro Municipal Utilities, said power
-had been restored to about half From Page 1
of the utility's 8,000 customers
who lost their electricity because sure proper procedures are in place
to prevent any recurrence."
of the storm.
He also said the Department of
Education will seek full restituSol NRA1
tion of the misappropriated funds.
Kimbrough confirmed her resGet 100 anytime minutes for $20.
Thursday night but
ignation
Plus,for $10 more, get unlimited nights and weekends:
declined further comment.
Whitnell Ave.
Shock waves from the action
Murray, KY 42071 -1 040
reached the General Assembly.
DEPARTMENT HEADS
"I'm sick over it," House Speaker Jody Richards, a longtime
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acquaintance from Bowling Green,
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said today.
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Burkesville, said Kimbrough was
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selected accessories.
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said. But "if she has done some
misdeed,. I hope she accepts some
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responsibility for that."
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school finance and budgeting, had
Fax (270) 753-1927
announced last November she
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later returned to protest-nutside-the
home where the little boy has been
staying.
"Nothing is going to stop' us
from trying to get Elian to stay put
here in the U.S.," said Diaz, 34.
"We are very, very serious about
this." .
The INS said the boy must be
returned to Cuba by Jan. 14.
For the past six weeks, Elian has
been the subject of protests in Florida 0nd Ctiba and the ctiitei of an
international debate over where he
belongs. Fidel Castro kept up the
pressure with another governmentorchestrated demonstration Thursday in Havana.
The boy was found Thanksgiving Day clinging to an inner tube at
sea after the others perished whije
trying to reach Florida by boat.
Two adult survivors were rescued
off Key Biscayne, Fla.
Since his rescue, the boy has
been living in Miami with his paternal great-uncle and great-aunt.
Elian, whose whereabouts were
kept secret after Wednesday's INS
decision, arrived back at his relatives' home Thursday afternoon.
His great-uncle hoisted Elian onto
his shoulders and the boy smiled
and waved to cheering supporters
outside the house,.
A source close to the family told
The Associated.Press
that the boy
_
has'old American relatives he did
not want to go back to Cuba. Elian's father called the boy from
Cuba on Thursday, but it wasn't
known what they discussed.
Lawyers for the relatives have
asked Reno to reverse the decision
and said they would announce
plans for legal action today.
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planned to retire this spring. Kimbrough said at the time she would
become Kentucky's resident director of the four-State Appalachia
Educational Laboratory upon her .
retirement.
Her original deptii7e was:
scheduled to occur after the 2000.
General Assembly. In a telephone:
interview in November, she said.
helping to shepherd an education:
budget through the legislature has:
been part of her job.
Education Commissioner Wilmer
Cody resigned Dec. 31. Noland'
was appointed as temporary replacement in December. Kimbrough's:
name had been mentioned by some.
as a candidate to succeed Cody. :
Reached at his home in New!
Orleans Thursday night, Cody told
The Courier-Journal of LouisVille
he had been unaware of any financial irregularities or that Kimbrough was under investigation.

•Plant ...
From Page 1
equipment.
The whistle-blower lawsuit •
alleges plant operators hid the
presence of highly radioactive elements that escaped from an illfated process to convert spent
nuclear fuel rods into usable fuel.
Government investigators have
admitted that about 12 ounces of
plutonium and slightly more than
40 pounds of neptunium arrived
at the plant in the spent fuel rods.
Tests show that plutonium and
neptunium, which are thousands
of times more radioactive than
uranium, are dispersed in small
amounts around the plant's grounds.
A separate class-action lawsuit •
by past and present workers and':
their survivors allege that many::
were unwittingly exposed to radiation, making them high cancer
risks.
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William James Burns

Roger William Perry, 50,
Fairdealing, died Thursday, Jan. 6,
2000, at his home.
A native of Brewers, he had
lived all of his life in Marshall
County. His father, W.H. (Bill)
Perry, two sisters, Diane Perry and
Teresa Kay Perry, and his grandparents, Ila York Perry and Hal
Perry, all preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Sharon Perry, and their sons, Darren Smith and wife, Cheryl, and
their daughter, Allison, and Drew,
Jason and Derik Perry; his mother,
Mrs. Margaret Padgett Perry; one
brother, Richard Perry and wife,
Gail, and their sons,. Kevin and
wife, Triska, and Kyle Perry.
A 1967 graduate of South Marshall High School, Perry was a
ROGER W. PERRY
1971 graduate of Murray State UniHe was a member of the Board
versity and a 1975 graduate of University of Kentucky College of of Directors of Bill Perry & Sims
Law. Before attending law school, Construction Company, along with
his mother, Margaret Perry, and
he was an investigator for the Marbrother, Richard Perry. He was a
shall County Attorney's Office and
member of Hardin-Berkley Maa Juvenile officer for Calloway and
Marshall counties.
sonic Lodge at Hardin and a memPerry had practiced law in Ben- ber of Kappa Alpha fraternity. He
ton for 25 years. He served as had been active in the Boy Scouts
chairman of the Criminal Justice of America, Benton Lions Club,
Section of the Kentucky Bar Asso- and had taught the Senior High
ciation; as a member of the Board Sunday School Class at Benton
of Directors of the Kentucky Asso- First United Methodist Church
ciation of Criminal Defense Law- where he had been a member of
yers; previously served on the over 20 years.
Board of Directoupf the Kentucky --will-be Sunday-at 2
Academy of Hospital Attorneys; p.m. at Benton First United
Methmember of the Association of Trial odist Church. The Rev.
Kent BaiLawyers of America, Kentucky ley, the Rev. Richard Dowdy and
Academy of Trial Attorneys, and Gene Gilliland will officiate. Burial
AmPrican. Kentucky and Marshall
will follow in the Brewers CemeCounty Bar Associations.
tery: -.
Perry previously served as
Visitation will be at Filbeck &
president of the Murray State Uni- Cann Funeral Home, Benton, after
versity Alumni Association and for 11 a.m. Saturday, and at the church
seven years on the Board of Gover- after 1 p.m. Sunday.
nors of the Alumni Association of
The family requests that expresMSU. He had been an adjunct in- sions of sympathy be in the form of
structor in the College of Business donations to the First United Methand Public Affairs at MSU and was odist Church of Benton Building
the founding president of the Fund, P.O. Box 462, Benton, KY
Alumni Society of MSU College of 42025, or the Hal Perry ConstrucBusiness. He was named a Distin- tion Scholarship, MSU Foundation,
guish Alumnus of the College of Murray State University, Murray,
Business.
KY 42071.

Army secretary to visit
site of alleged massacre
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
head of the Army will travel to
South Korea next week where he
will visit the site of an alleged massacre by American troops nearly 50
years ago.
Army Secretary Louis Caldera
will lead a delegation of American
officials to discuss progress in investigating the alleged mass killing
of civilian refugees by U.S. troops
in the early weeks of the Korean
War.

William James Burns, 72, Murray, died Thursday morning. Jan. 6,
2000, at the Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born Jan. 19, 1927, in Boston. Mass.
No immediate survivors were listed.
Graveside services are today at 11 a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Willie Auberry Hill
Mrs. Willie Auberry Hill, 83, Hickory Woods Retirement Center, Utterback Road, Murray. died Thursday, Jan. 6, 2000, at 1:54 p.m, at her
home.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
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Company
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Doss Jones Ind. Asg.11369.30 + 116.04
Air Products
34'.
AT&T
Bell South
45% -6/0
Briggs & Stratton
50% +%.
Bristol Myers Squibb621.+ 2%.
Caterpillar
54'I'+ 2.
Daimler Chrysler
7514+%
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382+'.
86 +
Exxon-Mobil
Firstar
21.+'.
Ford Motor
52'.+
General Electric 14712+ 1%
General Motors
7115.+1.
Goodrich
28+2
Goodyear
27% +%
HopFed Bank* -.15'. B 15% A
IBM
11611+2,
Ingersoll Rand
56% +
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19-".
LG & E
Lucent Tech
53%.+
Mattel
13 -1.
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38% +1.
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70".+ 23.
Microsoft
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1999 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT Pickup - St. #
00101.1 V-8, Auto, A/C. P/W, P/L, T/C, 28,000 miles

$20,975
1999 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. #00241.1 Red,
V-8, Auto, AC, P.1W, P/L, T/C, 27,000 miles

,

$19,995
1999 Dodge Intrepid - St. # 00158.1 V-6, Auto, A/C,
P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette, only 11,000 miles

$15,986
1999 GMC 2500 Ext. Cab SLE Pickup - St. #
00046.1 Maroon/Gray, V-8. Auto, NC, PAN, P/L,
T/C, Only 4,000 miles....
. ...... .$24,986

1998 Chevy Blazer LS - St. # 00263.2 4D, 4WD, V-6,
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, TO, Cassette
$17,995
1998 Dodge Quad Cab 1500 SLT - St. #00297.1
Driftwood, V-6, Auto, NC,P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette,
43,000 miles
$18,382

1998 Ford F150 XLT Ex. Cab Pk. - St. # 002761
23,000 miles, 5.4 V-8, P/W, P/L, T/C, BurgandyfTan

1998 Dodge 1500 Dual Cab SLT Pk. - S$
t.1#9,732

Eurie Warren

00297.1 V-8, Auto., P/W, P/L, T/C, Tan, 43,000 miles

, • The funeral for Eurie Warren will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in- the chaperof
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. William Dodson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be David Oxley, Mike West, Mike Lemmons,Cameron
Roberts, Allen Bynum and Scott Kloss. Burial.will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Warren,90,Coach Estates, Murray. died Wednesday, Jan. 5, 2000.
at 6:16 p.m. at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
A retired brick layer, he had also worked at Gene & Jo's Flowers in
Murray. He was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church and had
served as a member of the Calloway Caulny Board of Education from the
Lynn Grove district.
His wife, Mrs. Doris West Warren. died Oct. 4, 1996, and a daughter.
Mrs. Jo Brandon, died Dec. 7, 1994. Two brothers, Connie Warren and
Dake Warren, also preceded him in death. Born Sept. 28, 1909, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Prince Albert Warren and Myrtle
Jones Warren.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sue Lemmons and husband.
Mike, Murray; two sons, Ray Warren, Lynn Grove, and Charlie Warren
and wife, Beverly, Murray; a son-in-law, Gene Brandon, and a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Estelle Robards, both of Murray; eight grandchildren; eight
great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.

Caldera will meet with South
Korean government officials and
visit, the village of No Gun Ri,
where witnesses say U.S. soldiers
killed hundreds of civilians in
August 1950.
Caldera will be accompanied by
Lt. Gen. 'Michael Ackerman, the
Army's inspector general, who is
heading the investigation. Also
making the trip is a six-member
steering committee appointed by
Defense Secretary William Cohen
to oversee the investigation.
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$18,995

1998 Chevrolet Malibu LS - St. # 00229.1 V-6,
Auto, NC, PW, P/L, T/C, Cassette, 31,000 miles

$12,995
1998 Chevrolet Venture-LS - St. #00219.1 Tan,-V6, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, 27,000 miles

$15,995
1997 Ford F150 Ex. Cab Pickup - St. #00276.2
White, Auto, A/C, 37,000 miles
$13,986
1997 Jeep Cherokee LTD - St. # 00073.1 4 vvo, V-8,
Leather, All Power, Local 1 Owner, 47,000 miles

.

$18,995
1997 Toyota RAV4 - St. # 00183.1 4D, Burgandy,
Auto, A/C, PNV, P/L, T/C, 48,000 miles $13,986
1997 Ford Explorer 2WD XLT - St. # 00243.1 V-8,
Leather, P/W, P/L, T/C, 54,000 miles $16,995
1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab 4x4 SLT - St. #
00251.1 Red/Tan, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C,
49,000 miles
$19,450

G•

I just couldn't let it slide
and she'll probably skin my hide,
I have to let everybody know "
tomorrow TAMMY THOMPSON
turns the big 3-0h.

1997 Chevrolet 1500 ExCab 4x4 Silverado
Pickup - St. # 00199.1 V-8, PAN, P/L Red
$18,986
1996 Dodge Stratus - St. # 00264.1 4D, Auto, A/C,
PAN, P/L, TO
$7,995
1996 Dodge Dakota - St # 00147.1 White, V-8
$,7
A,9
ut9
05
,
A/C

1996 Ford Windstar GL - St. #00186.1 Silver, V-6,
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C
$10,995
1996 Ford F150 XLT LWB Pickup- St. #00220.1
B
muilregsandy, V-8, Auto, A/C, PAN, P/L, T/C, 43,000

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916

ALL REMAINING CHRISTMAS ITEMS

$12,986
1996 Dodge 1500 Conversion Truck - St. #
00087.2 Black/Gray, V-8, Leather, 57,000 miles...

$13,995
1996 Chevy S-10 LS - St. # 00198.1 Blue, PS/PB,
A/C, Cassette
$6,995
1996 Dodge Dakota Club Cab - St. # 00165.2 V-8,
Black, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L T/C, 58,000 miles

NOW REDUCED UP TO 7S
Sale Ends Sunday, January 9th

Nell imports
UNIVERSITY PLAZA • ON CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY
Mon.-Fri. 9:00 - 6:00 • Saturday 9:00 - 5:00 • Sunday 1:00 - 5:00

$11,995
1996 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - St. # 00135.2
Tan, V-6, A/C, PS/PB, 62,000 miles
$9,995
1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St.
#99146.2, Blue/Tan, A/C, PS/PB, 41,000 miles..
Reduced $10,995

1995 Pontiac Grand AM SE - St # 00218.2 4D,
Maroon, Auto, A/C, 77,000 miles ...........$5,872
1995 Chevy Tahoe LS - St # 00214 1 4D, 4WD,
Red, V-8, Auto, A/C, P,W, P/L, TO
$18,995
1995 Ford Escort SW - St # 00185 1 White, A/C,
P/S, P/B, Only 35,000 miles

1995 Dodge Dakota Sport - St. # 00088.2 $
V695
-69
,

ANNOUNCING
Primary Care Medical Center
will now be open
Saturdays 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Sundays 1:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
in addition to their normal office hours
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

Auto, A/C, Cassette, Red, 64,000 miles $8,450

1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - St. # 99266.2 V-8,
P/W. P/L, T/C, 73,000 miles
$7,995
1994 Nissan Sentra - St. # 00288.1 4 Dr., Auto., A/C,
T/C, 66,000 miles

1994 Pontiac Firebird - St. # 00083.1 V-6, Auto,
$
6
Red, 66,000 miles
$8,995
1994 Plymouth Acclaim - St. # 00202.1 V-6, Auto,
A/C, PAN, P/L, T/C, 1 owner local car, 64,000
miles
gt,995

1994 Plymouth Laser - St. #00106.1 NC,PS/PB,
Auto
$3,995
1993 Dodge Shadow - St. # 00257.1 40, Auto, A/C,
84,000 miles
$3,995
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Safe

**Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

stock
unc - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

•

LET Us PUT YOU
BEHIND THE
WHEEL OF A
QUALITY USED
CAR OR TRUCK

Mrs. Christine Page Grogan

The funeral for Mrs. Christine Page Grogan will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. William F Tate
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Grogan, 93, formerly of Fox Meadows, Murray, died Monday,
Jan. 3,2000, at 7:49 p.m. at Huntingdon Hospital, Huntingdon, Tenn.
She was a homemaker and a member of Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church.
Her husband, James Gilbert Grogan, and three sisters, Johnnie Holt,
Irene Case and Sylvia Page, all preceded her in death. Born Dec. 28, 1906,
in Graves County, she was the daughter of the late Wesley Page and
Rhoda Harrison Page.
Survivors include one son, James Sherrill Grogan and wife, Phoebe,
Glen Ridge, N.J.; one sister, Mrs. Faira Alexander, one brother. Col. Darrell Page. and a brother-in-law, Guthrie Grogan, all of Murray; three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Lula White and Mrs. Edna Parker, Murray, and Mrs. Ellen Prince, Chattanooga, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Chpistine Grogan Taylor, David Grogan, Yasmin Grogan and Parker Grogan; four great-grandchildren.
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Testing our skills
Y2K came... and went. The
world spins on, undeterred by
SOUTHERN SEEN
man's machines.
The problem was simple. Computer chips had been programmed
using the last two numbers of the
LARRY MCGEHEE
year - 98, 99, 00. etc. But a twonumeral 00 would throw time hack
Syndicated Columnist
to 1900.
Computer Chips are everywhere spa, was converted into a deten— in banking records, airplane tion camp for diplomats and other
controls, utility plants, homes and V.I.P. prisoners, Lights along both
businesses. Old computer chips coasts — Ineluctng the Stuftie of
had to be replaced or updated to Liberty's lathe were 'e'xtinguished
allow four-number dating— 1998. to deter submarines.
Every town of any size had
1999. 2000, etc. Newer chips had
to be checked for compliance with air-raid Wardens. Our father wa'•
one, with armband, pie-pan metal
a four-number system.
Billions of dollars spent in hat and flashlight. When the airpreparing for technological disas- raid siren sounded, hearth fires
ter either were effective or were were banked and black shades lowunnecessary. Apparently, the pre- ered.
We scanned night skies for
ventative measures worked. Very
few problems have been reported. enemy planes whose shapes we
(The next test comes in the year had memorized (as well as those
10,0(X). when five-number systems of ships) from color posters above
grade-school blackboards, courtesy
will he needed.)
Meanwhile, a great deal of work of Coca Cola bottlers.
No plane ever bombed our Ten'and anxiety were evident. Cynics
think the scare was a scam,designed nessee town. • Our vigilance was
by devious computer companies. effective.
anxious to sell new machines or, .• In the late 1940s, panic returned.
get-rich consultants called in to Awed and frightened by newsreels
assess company practices or wicked of Hiroshima, Nagasaki and Eni;
grocery chains wanting to push wetok, and in an atmosphere of
bottled water and flashlight bat- McCarthyism paranoia, thousands
teries.
of Americans installed bomb shelTechnologists, recalling that the ters.
northeast was unprepared for the
The great ethical issue of the
"brownout" of the early 1960s. day was what criteria their ownare convinced the danger was real ers would use to admit or keep
and the price of prevention worth- out those who, like shiftless
while.
grasshoppers. were unprepared and
Americans are accustomed to would try to take advantage of
predictions of doom. Local areas their industrious ant neighbors.
have learned to cope with earthThere are parking garages and
quakes. floods, droughts, hurri- arena basements even today still
canes and tornadoes.
stocked with canned foods, toilet
In World War II, anticipating paper and water flasks placed there
that America would be invaded after a half century ago. A few of them
Pearl Harbor, Japanese-Americans have actually been used in Red
were shipped off to camps. Ital- Cross evacuation emergencies... but
ian-Americans and German-Amer- none for atomic bomb causes.
icans were placed under surveil• Every millennium and every cenlance. and some arrested and tury since the beginning — when
detained.
Herod killed Bethlehem's male chilThe Greenbriar. a luxury health dren under two and the star was

,.•• 7
,
seen as an announcement ot World's
end — have brought predictions
of catastrophe and calamity.
If an eclipse or a plague — or
Y2K - happened to coincide with
the symbolic 'dates, the clamor and
commotion intensified to feverish
proportions.
Some years ago, an elderly language professor here at Wofford
College, fearing the theft of her
car, chained it nightly to her carport. One morning she forgot to
remove ,the chain and pulled the
carport down on her and the car.
A concerned student checking on
her heard a weak voice saying,
"1 am still here."
Well, we are still here, despite
our wars and communicable diseases and self-centered greed ...
whether it is 2000 A.D. or any
other calendar system date.
If we read the biblical creation
story a'right, the Creator made
Adam and Eve and their descendants his primary power company
for overseeing his creation. The
great millennial glitch is not, as
reported, Y2K, but mankind ktself.
Matthew Arnold tells us in
"Dover Beach" the world will end
"not with a bang. but a whimper." We need to prevent it. ending at all.
If we humans could use our
expense and ingenuity of anticipating Y2K disaster to create true
global community. we could make
the Third Millennium not the end
of the world, but the end of inhumanity.
What a great public utility we
could become, simply by learning
to love and live with one another!
What a great millennial expectation to promote!
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A difficult road
Gov. Paul Patton made a name
for himself early in his first term
when he tackled higher education.
It was a hard-fought battle, but
one that left Patton victorious.
Now, as he enters his second term.
it appears as if he is ready for
another battle. This time, his victory may be more difficult.
If his State of the Commonwealth address Tuesday, Patton set
the stage for what may be the
highlight of his next four years a push for collective bargaining
for public employees.
This issue reared its head two
years ago - and failed. Yet Patton
feels compelled to try again, claiming that the state employee compensation system is near collapse,
with pay grades out of balance,
and the state at a severe disadvantage to private employees and
other states.
While I admire his courage in
mounting this fight, I'm afraid our
governor will lose this one. Does
he not realize that public employees aren't alone in needing better
wages? Has he not tracked where
our state's young people are having to go for jobs?
Patton cited various statistics that
give credence to his claims that
public employees need a voice to
draw attention to their plight.
From the very first time I heard
Patton address this issue, he has
used the same catch phrase: "It's
about government living by the
same rules that government makes
private businesses live by."
However, he's very clear about
his stance regarding unions. Patton believes that if the majority
of the employees of any public
employer want a union, then they
ought to have the right to one.
There's no doubt that Patton
plans to make this a priority during the session. His final comments on the issue during his
address, were a pledge to public
employees: "We have to have an
administrative structure staffed by
competent. adequately compensated employees who feel they're
appreciated and treated fairly.
"Knowing they have a vehicle
to address inequities will make them
more dedicated to their task," he
said.
The remainder of his address

AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
focused on more traditional topics, namely education. Patton
pledged continued suppott for the
state's education system while
emphasizing the need for more
money.
In the midst of his comments
about education, he focused on what
I consider to be among the state's
biggest problems.
"And let's not forget our children, our very young children,
those whose environment has been
altered by the pressure of modern
society," Patton said.
Today;young families are in serious financial trouble. Both parents are in the workplace, juggling family and work responsibilities. As the family unit grows,
so do the bills - primarily child
care.
These days, the biggest drain
on a family's expenses is child
care. Mothers send their 6-weekold infants to daycare so they can
return to work. And when the children begin spreading around various germs, the medical bills mount
and moms have to miss work. It's
a vicious cycle.
What can the state do to help?
State-funded daycare is a start.
Monetary incentives for familyfriendly workplaces would help.
Encouragement for private business to offer on-site daycare and
flexible work schedules is even
better.
When I was a child, I never
knew what daycare was. My mom
stayed at home and took care of
me. That was almost three decades
ago.,
NQW, families require two
incomes and staying home is typically not an option for either the
mother or father. Children are
placed in daycare at early ages
and when they enter the public
school system.
It's all part of today's society.
Yet if we are going to have future
generations capable of leading our

state, we must do as our governor says and "invest in our own
children."
We need to take as much interest in our state's young children
as we do in its adults. These children need more time with their
families - without an economic
penalty.
I can only have faith in Patton's determination to make changes
in the state during this session.
In addition to collective bargaining and children's issues, Pat'ton also drew attention to our troubled industries of coal and tobacco. He pledged to continue working on the economy and highlighted both rural and urban needs.
Other issues he touched on
included solid waste, the tobacco
settlement, health care, individuals with special needs, water supply and the tax structure.
It was amazing to note that one
of the most controversial topics
planned for this session failed to
get a mention from the governor.
Perhaps he realized that wading
into collective bargaining was
enough without mentioning the Ten
Commandments.
Of course, whether any of these
issues will be resolved is essentially in the hands of our legislators.
I wouldn't put too much faith
in collective bargaining, regardless
of fatton's.-support.-.
•
• When it is all over, hopefully
we will see some positive changes.
Or as Patton said in,his address:
"I and the people- of'Kentucky
expect Lis lo finish this session
having made a difference for the
better in the life of every Kentuckian."
I applaud Patton's courage at taking a stand on issues. He's shown
that he is a man of action, but
whether his plans will become
reality is rather uncertain.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 4
Putin:
The New York Times, farewell to "Peanuts":
Against a background of significantly cooled
Today is the first day, after nearly half a cen- relations with the West, Russia has changed its
tury, that, the daily comic strip "Peanuts" will not commander.
appear.
Despite his great services to the ending of comJust why it would be funny to see a young boy munist rule, (Boris) Yeltsin, the first democraticallean his head against a tree and say "I weep for ly -elected president, embodied the continuity of
our generation" is hard to explain, but Charlie the old Russia.
Brown and his creator, Charles M. Schulz, made
He was the president of a half-free country as
it so. ...
well as the czar of an increasingly authoritative
Over the. years, "Peanuts" has been many things and corrupt oligarchy, an 'ancien regime' with
to many people — an animated embodiment of unmistakable weaknesses.
the Christmas spirit. a stockpile of reassuring senThe provisional transfer of power from Yeltsin
timents, a collection of fantasies lived through a to (Vladimir) Putin has indeed gone peacefully and
beagle named Snoopy.
so far according to the constitution — a noteBut for a time between the late 1950's and mid worthy event in the light of Russian history. But
1960's "Peanuts" was also something much, much the taint clings to it of a maneuver that was born
more.
of an instinct for unbroken power — with less
It was, in the persons of Charlie Brown, Snoopy, than entirely democratic aims. ...
Lucy Van Pelt and her brother, Linus, a distillaIt should be stressed that Putin is not yet prestion of modern childhood, an ongoing parable of ident, and that he must first obtain and secure a
contemporary American existence. ...
power base.
What made "Peanuts" different in those years
He hasn't yet been elected and needs a demowas its joyous melancholy. the way it so often cratic mandate. Were he to rely on his wartime
eaged toward irony without ever spilling into popularity alone, the Chechens and his domestic
anomie. Its humor arose from its situations. ...
political rivals could still turn the tables on him.
For every "Rats!" or "Good grief!" there is
Whether he, like Gorbachev several years' ago,
Snoopy noticing that "In these teacher-pupil strug- is a man the West can at least try to do business
gles it's always the principal who loses," or Linus with, remains an open question.
shaking out his security blanket and saying, "Not
unlike the proverbial clean slate," or Charlie Brown
Jan. 4
lying with his head on the pitcher's mound, intonDer Tagesspiegel, Berlin, on Russia's interim
ing autumnally, "There's a dreariness in the air President Vladimir Putin:
that depresses me."
Should anyone still believe the official version
Today. that is how we all feel knowing that that Boris Yeltsin voluntarily left office, then
"Peanuts" has run its course.
Vladimir Putin has now taught us better. The new
boss in the Kremlin is cleaning up — and tarJan. 3
geted are Yeltsin's faithful. Even the innermost cirNeue Zuercher Zeitung, Zurich, Switzerland, cle of the 'family' are not exempt, as the influon Boris Yeltsin's transfer of powers to Vladimir ential daughter Tatyana Dyachenko experienced.
...

Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may aho be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or email them to mlt@murrayledger.com
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Jane Brandon, owner/operator of Jane's Attic on the courtsquare in downtown Murray, has shared a book that she obtained
with a box of old newspapers at a public sale. It is a miniature catalog for Hart Schaffner and Marx Clothes for men,
young men and boys for autumn and winter 1921-22. The name
of the local firm on the front of the catalog is Graham &
Stubblefield, Murray, Ky.
The first page titled "The Styles you'll want for fall" reads:
"You'll see them in this book Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes;
they're correct;:distinctive; in the best of taste. You can't see
the "fine woolens" in pictures but they're in the clothes; the
months of wear you get prove the economy of all-wool fabrics
and fine tailoring: You'll find these clothes at the store named
on the cover of this book. The prices are fair; they have the
highest quality standards. If these clothes don't satisfy you money back."
Jane has checked with many residents to see if any of them
remember the store by this name, but has not been able to find
anyone who remembers this store. If you know anything about
this store or who the owners were, please call Jane at 753-0852.

Thorn fund established
Green Plain Church of Christ has set up a fund for Hallie
Thorn, 9 months, daughter of Mike and Jenny Thorn. Hallie is
receiving treatment for cancer. Those desiring to contribute can
send a check earmarked for Hallie Thorn Fund to Green Plain
Church of Christ, 3980 Murray Paris Rd., Hazel, KY 42049.

Singles (SOS) plans event
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will go bowling tonight
(Friday) at 6:30 p.m. At the meeting on Tuesday at the Weaks
Center, Tom LaClare spoke on "True Age." The SOS is a singles'
support group for any person whether divorced, widowed or never
married. For information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1270-247-7754.

Calloway County Fire Protection District of Hazel and Harris
Grove area is scheduled to meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Taylor
Store substation.

The 4-H American Heritage trip for freshmen and sophomores
to Washington, D.C., April 1-8 will be at a cost of $620 each.
Applications to attend. should be made by Jan. 20. For more information or to receive an application call the logal UK Cooperative
Extension Service at 753-1452. Adult leader applications for the
American Heritage Trip are due today at the extension office.

4-H dog club to meet Saturday

akiwn
but
me

Millenium Mutts 4-H Dog Club will meet with their dogs Saturday at 2 p.m. at Wildwood Farm, Murray. All interested persons
and their dogs are welcome. For directions call 753-2294 or Ginny
Harper, county 4-H agent, at 753-1452..

Dairy Quiz Bowl Teams will meet
The Junior and Senior Dairy Quiz Bowl Teams will meet Monday at 5 p.m. in the Extension Office at Weaks Community Center. All interested youth are welcome to attend. The group is preparing for state competition in Lexington in March.

its

Sigma Department will meet

n11of

Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Each member is to bring
Bingo prizes for long term care residents. Names will be tabled
for memberships. Hostesses will be Tracy Green, Denise Whittaker and Barbara Goetz.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jones in 2000

Local couple will be married for 25 years
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wayne Jones of 5034 Backusburg Rd., Kirksey, will celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary on Jan. 9.
A private dinner party for the immediate family will be hosted by
their two daughters._ _
Mr. and Mrs. Jones were married Jan. 9, 1975, at the Calloway
County Courthouse. Murray, with County Judge Pro-tern Helen Spann
officiating.
Their attendants were Brenda Kelso Kear and Ronald Melvin.

Mrs. Jones, the former Edna Mauvoline McNeese, is the daughter
of Mrs. Ophelia Thornton of Murray and the late Winford McNeese
and is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lona Ree McNeese of Pulaski,
Tenn. She is manager-with Res-Cafe Corp.
Mr. Jones is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Jones of Kirksey. He
is owner/operator of Jones Dozing.
Their two daughters are Mrs. Tammy Jones Wright and husband,
Jason, and Amanda Carol Jones all of Kirksey.

Fire district meeting Sunday

Heritage trip planned
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Mr. and Mrs. Jones in 1975

The board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line will meet
Monday at noon in the United Way board room of Weaks Community Center. Margaret Boone, chairman, urges all board members to attend.

THEOS meeting is changed
THEOS (they help each other spiritually), a support group for
widowed men and women, has changed its meeting this month
from the second Tuesday to the third Tuesday, Jan. 18, as the Calloway County Public Library will be closed all next week for
inventory.

BIRTHS

8/A71-6, M/KMENTY MO

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Ezra Thomas
Banks
Mr. and Mrs. Devin Banks of
3046 Poor Farm Rd.', Murray, are
The parents of a son, Ezra Thomas
Banks, born on'Monday. Dec. 27.
1999; at 9:07 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
13 ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former Aleshia
Griffin.
Grandparents are Ray Griffin,
Gail Griffin. Janet Seifert and
Craig Banks, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Elkins and Noble
Griffin, all of Dexter, and Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Johnson and
Lucille Griffin, all of Murray. A
great-great-grandmother is Mrs.
Elizabeth Puckett of Dexter.

Luke Benton
Armstrong
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Benton Armstrong of 301 Dees St., Hazel,
are the parents of a son, Luke
Benton Armstrong. born on
Wednesday, Dec. IS, 1999, at 3:39
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
six ounces and measured 22 inches. The mother is the former Hilary:
Shroat. A brother is Hunter, 3.
Grandparents are Ben and Pat
Armstrong, Nelson Shroat, and
Diane Barnett, all of Murray.
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The
MU?
Is taking shape at Curves.
Join the excitement. We are helping women to lose excess
pounds & inches while acquiring the habit of exercise. Our
unique exercise program, Quickfit makes it easy! You warmup, perform cardiovascular and strength training, cool down,
stretch burn 500-600 calories in 30 minutes. That's a complete workout in just 30 minutes & it's FUN!!!

it, •
•
•
•
Theatres
•
•
1008 Chestnut St.
•
Matinees Saturday
•
•
& Sunday Only
•

•Snow Falling On Cedars •
•PG13-1:10-3:40-7:10-9:40 •
•
•
•The Talented Mr. Ripley •
•
•
•R - 1.00
• - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:45 •
•
•
.Galaxy Quest
•
1:25 - 3:30 - 7:25 - 9::ii •
•
•PG •
•
•Any Given Sunday •
•
•R - 1:25 -7:00 - 10:01 •
•
•
•
•Stuart Little
'PG- 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:20 -9i25 •
•
•
'
•Bicentennial Man :
•PG - 1:05 - 3:35 - 7:05 - 9:35 •
•
•
•
•The Green Mile
•
•
•R - 1:30 - 7:30
•
••••••••••••••

Curves®
for women

30 minute fitness & weight loss ctrs "

759-3400

1608 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

• Program Information •
•
Call 753-3314
•
••••••••••••••

West View plans activities
Special activities planned for the residents of West View Nursing Home include Music Hour at 10 a.m. and Crossword Puzzles
at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday; Sunday School at 9:45 a.m. and
Bethel/Brooks Chapel United Methodist Churches fellowship at 2:30
p.m. on Sunday; Crafts at 10 a.m., Room Time at 11 a.m. and
Cooking Time at 2 p.m. on Monday.

Parents Anonymous will meet
Parents Anonymous will meet Monday at p p.m. For more information call 753-0082.

Xecg1etin6 -Day

1-

$41., jam.8

•

Dixieland Center
Murray, ICY

(270)753-67445

welcomes
GALE ANDERSON
to their professional salon.
Matrix®
Products
Avail.

Bridal
RegistrY
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Tiffany Crum.
Williams
recent bride of
Michael Williams
join our
bridal registry.

Miports

Chestnut St.. Murray
753-1851
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Movin' On Up...

411!

North Sale!

vice,

ENCHANTING BEAUTIES
& BEAUS
Valentine Beauty Pageant
(1 Baby Contest
Boys & Girls Of All Ages
Infant lb Adults
NO Experience Necessary'
Fantastic First 71me Pageant'
PLACE: Ramada Inn (KY Dam Area)
TIME: Registration 6:01)z6:5‘.p.m.
Starts 7:00 p.m.
DATE: Friday, January 14th
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Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory
1.

Attend the Church
of Your Choice!
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 1000 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sat 9:00 a.m.
Worship

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

753-3540

East Main Street

i
t
j
rillUqqa
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray
- Regal - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile

753-1489

WAL*MART*
SUPERa3V'TER
wA" LOW PRIC ES ALWAS WA. MAP

809 North
12th Street

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

'
S
4.
1
1
1FTER
WOODC1:
GALEF:RIF.S
Hwy.641 North

753-4522

Cain's
CHRYSLER.PLYMQUTH.000GE.JEEP

HWY. 641 N.• MURRAY, KY.• 753-6448

804 Chestnut

753-6656

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
‘
1

- Over 25 Years In Business ITZ d

Joir...

formal Wry laUPt:V

----Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings • Proms .Banquets .Birthdays .Anniversaries

304 Main St.
116 N. Market
Paris. TN 38242
(901i 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Murray, KY 42071

1270) 753-1300
1270) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

Book Limousine
Services For
Your Wedding.'

JCPenney

www.jcpenney.corn
CHESTNUT HILLS
SALON HOURS.
759-1 400
M-F 9-8: Sat. 9-6
M-S 10-9; Sun, 1-6
Sun. 1-5

LECTRIC

206 E. Main
Street

SUPPLY

753-8194

LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED

ER ALL

TERMITE AND
PEST CONTROL

FREE INSPECTIONS Serving You Since 1963
Phone. 270-753-6433• Toll Free: 1-800-264-1433
1604 SR 121 ByPass. Murray, KY

(n
Ar s
.......)

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10'30 a m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a m -10:30 a.m Sun
Serving Lunch 10 a.m -11 pm
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

k Marshall - Franchise

We Do Chicken Right-

IMIT
KFC .

Call In Orders 753-7101

205 N. 12th

The oldest independent repair shop in iturra‘

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5
619 S. 4th

St. • 753-6831 • 753-3571

ASSEMBLIES OF SOD.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
10:10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship. 9:00 & 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

sAmsT
BLOOD RIVER

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY'S CATHOI IC CHURCH
Aurora
5:00 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m.
Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Holy Eve
6:00 p.m.
Holy Day
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
5:15 p.m.
Saturday Mass
Sunday Masses
8 a m II a.m & 6 p.m.

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday school
10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
#1030.41.01Worship
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 1000 a.m. to 1 p.m
10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m
Worship 4th Sun
6:30 p.m.
Tuesday

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

Thornton Tile and Marble

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9.30 a.m.
Public Talk
10:30 a.na
Watchtower Study

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL 1.1.1THERAN
8 00 a m
Worship
915 am
Bible Study

11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
yvning Worship
'
CHERRY CORNER.
10 a.m.
Sunday School
BETHEL UNITED
11 am. 8c 6 p.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m
Morning Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training •
10:30 a.m
Sunday School
7 p.m.
Wednesday
6:00 p.m
.2nd & 4th Sun, Night
COLDWATER BAPTIST,r..HURCH
St., Murry
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED.
10.30 a.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Morning Services
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Services
11:00 am
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH -- ---2Da-WednesdaY
6:00 p.m
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
12-3 p m
Reading Room Every Wed.
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Serv.
COLDWATER
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
MOO a.m
Worshi se
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST'
10:00 aso
—
6.00 p.m.
SuridaYNIPT
9.00 a.m.
Bible School
Stinde
'
rCOhrE'IS CAMPGROUND
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
8.50 a.m
Worship Sorrice
10:00 am.& 6:00 p.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
9:50 a.m
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
UNITED
DEXTER-HARDIN
11:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
• Morning Worship
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m
Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
Wed. Bible Study
11:00 a.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Evening Worship
9:50 a.m.
Church School
9:30 a.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
44:30-arri,&-6:00 p.m.
-WorshipSunday-SchoolSHEPHERD-UNITED10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Worship Services
Wednesday
11:00 a m
Worship Service
FLINT BAPTIST
FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 am.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday Night
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
9:00 a.m
Worship
7:00 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Wednesday Night
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday,School,
GREEN PLAIN
Sunday
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:45a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Bible Study
10:00 a.m
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
10:45 a.m.
Mbrning Service
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
9:30 am.
6:
30 p.m.
.m
Sunday School
•
Evening Worship
7:00
10:00 a.m
•
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday Worship
11:00 a.ni
Morning Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
KIRKSEY UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
LYNN GROVE
HARDIN BAPTIST
HICKORY GROVE; 1, -•9:45 a.m
Worship Service
8,9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Worship
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:45 a.m
Church-School
8,9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun Schools
9:00 a.m.
Suntiay Bible Class
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
_
9:00 a.rn
Worship Serv4ce
7-p.m,-- Mor,ning
Weii -Worship-•
7:00
WednesdaS? Night
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
HAZEL-BAPTISTKIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
- 10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
5:30 p.m.
Church Training
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
MT. CARMEL
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
10:00 a.m.
Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Worship
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
Evening Worship
MOO a.m
Sunday School
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
NEW CONCORD .6:°°
PALESTINE UNITED
1.1:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
11:00 a.m.
Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
7 p.m.
Wednesday
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
BAPTIST
NEW PROVIDENCE
9.45 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Preaching
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service •
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
PLEASANT VALLEY
9:45 a.m
Sunday School
LOCUST GROVE
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship,
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
• 11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00
p.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
a.m.
Morning
Worship
10:45
10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Morning Worship
1st Sunday
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
.m.
2:00 pm.
Sunday School
3rd Sunday
ROAD
CHURCH
OF
CHRIST
GLENDALE
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Worship
9
a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study
11:00 a.m
6:00 p.m.
Morning Service
Evening Worship
Evening
Worship
6
p.m.
Pratt
Pastor William J.
MOUNT HOREB
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
FREEWILL BAPTIST
UNION
' GROVE
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
UNIVERSITY
MISSIONARY
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
WEST MURRAY
NORTHSIDE
•
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50a.m.
Morning Worship
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
9:00 a.m.
Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Evening
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wednesday
7.00 pm
OAK GROVE
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
JESUS
CHRIST
OF
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
CHURCH OF GOD
10 a.m.
sunday School
SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
CHRIST
CHURCH OF JESUS
OWENS CHAPEL
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
520 S. 16th St.
11:00 a.m.
l'reaching
CALVARY TEMPLE
a.m
Sunday Priesthood
10.00
5:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
;h
rauYrChSeice
ry
Worship
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
12:10
Meeting
p.m.
Sacrament
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
POPLAR SPRING
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
SALEM BAPTIST
1620 W. Main
2205 Coldwater Rd.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
8 a.m. & 10:30a.m.
Holy Eucharist
Sun. Ser.
10-11 a.m. &7:00 pm
7:15 p.m.
Evening Wors1. hip
9:15 a.m.
Christian Education
FAITH TABERNACLE
5:15 p.m.
Wed. Holy Eucharist
3 mars east of Almo
SCOTTS GROVE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
BIBLE BELIEVERS
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
SINKING SPRING
10:30 a.m.
Worship
Praise and Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m
a.m.
Worship
11:00
Morning
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
7 p.m
Wednesday Family Training
6:00 p:m.
Evening Worship
10:30 a.m.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
11 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
SOUTH MARSHALL
7:00 p.m
Saturday Evening
LIVING WORD FELLOWSHIP •
10 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
1619 Martin Chapel Rd.
11 a m.,6:30 p.m.
Worship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
7 p.m.
Wednesday
10:00 a_m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
SPRING CREEK
Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Life Groups
•
900 a.m
Sunday School
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
IMPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Sun. Celebration Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
11:00-7:30 p.m.
Worship Serv.
ST.JOHN
7 p.m.
Fn. Celebration Services
11 am
Morning Worship
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
2:00 p.m.
9:30 a m
Sunday
Sunday School
7:00 p.m
Thursday Night
7:00 p.m.
Thursday
SUGAR CREEK
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
10 am
.
alyp,
School
S
viuonrdsh
700 p.m.
Sunday Evening
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m
Wednesday
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
3 p.m
Sunday
9.00 a.m.
WEST FORK
Sunday School
Wednesday
7Pia
10.00 a.m.
Worship
Morning Worship
16
1:.°°
00 ap m
Sunday Evening
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
1000 a.m.
930 a.m.
Sunday School
Bible School
1100 a.m.
BCH
30
Worship Service
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHU9
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
a.m
7 p.m.
Sunday School
Wed. Bible Study
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:30 a.m & 6 p m
7 pm
Worship
.
Friday Worship
1100 a.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
HARMONEY MENNONITE CHURCH
a.m
10
H
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURC
OAK GROVE
114 mlies west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
1000 a.m.
aiypSchool
uor
ndmh
Sunday School
10-00 a m.
Sunday School
10:45
a.m.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
11 00 a m & 7 p.m.
Worship Service
7:30
p.m
Service
Evening
p.m
7
Wednesday

METHODIST

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

Look for our "Capsule Summary"
in every Friday's edition.

Walter's Pharmacy

SIMI=

604 S. 12th St.•753-7688
MURRAY

RENTAL.SALE S

CHURCH OF CHRIST

NAZARENE

PENTECOSTAL

CHURCH
OF LATTER DAY

EPISCOPAL

CENTER
200 East PAaln Street • 753-8201
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Shopping Center
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Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.

118 N. 7th St.

FAMILY STEAK
HOUSE

gUtiET

•te.
RIM

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

641 Super Shell

Free pickup
&
Open Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m. Delivery
Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone 753-9131
South 12th

READMORE
BOOK-S-CARD •Oi
Chestnut Hills
Murray

Great Selections...
*Bibles and Bible Cover
*Bible Index Tabs
•Bible Lesson Planners
•Precious Moments Bible
EREE Imprinting With Purchase

New and Used Tires * Lowest Prices!

Warehouse
Tire
400 Industrial

Rd.• 753-1111

Calloway Monument Co.
Murray

1707 West Main

"We have over 50 years'experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones.

753-1962

(Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you.
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Churches list speakers for services

Various churches have released
cial hour will be at 9:15 a.m.
information concerning their servMemorial Baptist
ices for Sunday as follows:
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor.
University Church of Christ
will speak at the 10:50 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. His morning
Alan D. Cooper, congregational
minister, will speak at the 10 a.m. topic will be "A Little Faith Gets
and 6 p.m. worship services. Danny
Big Results." Paul Adams is minisClaiborne is worship leader with
ter of music with Kathy Thweatt
Charley Baize!l as campus minister and Tonya Thompson as accompaand Jeremy Bell as youth minister.
nists. The sanctuary choir will sing
"In Remembrance."
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
First Presbyterian
pastor. will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
The Rev. Ann Marie Montgomand 6 p.m. worship services. John ery, co-pastor, will speak about
Wood is minister of music with "Arise and Shine" with scripture
Dwane Jones and Jennifer Wilson from Matthew 2:1-12 at the 10:45
as accompanists. The choir will a.m. worship service. Amy Brown
sing "What lilt Were Today?" at is choir director with Mandie Green
the morning hour and "There's A as organist.
Glad New Song" at the evening
Elm Grove Baptist
hour. Church-wide singing will beDr. Todd Buck, pastor, will
gin at 5:30 p.m.
speak at the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
worship services. Ray Hays will diThe Rev. James Redmann, va- rect the music. Eva Hale will sing a
cancy pastor, will speak about solo at the morning hour and Dr.
"Purposeful Power for God's Peo- Buck will sing at the evening hour.
ple" with scripture from Acts
First Christian
10:34-38 at the 8 a.m. worship
The Rev. William C. Homer,
service. The installation of new minister, will speak about
"Power!
church council members and new Power!
Who's Got the Power?"
church members will take place with scripture
from John 8:1-11 at
during the worship service. A so- the
10:45 a.m. worship service.
• ----

leffillffailMOMCCP

aid Wadi MUM
Sponsored Each Week By

Parker Ford

Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.•(270) 753-5273
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Jan. 10 to
14 have been released by Janice
McCuiston and Judy Clark, food
service .directors for Calloway
County and Mlirray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change. are as follows:

Wednesday - pancake and sausage
on a stick w/syrup; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - sausage and biscuit. Cereal, toast, donuts, Poptarts, muffins, fresh fruit,
fruit juice and milk are available
daily.
Lunch
Monday - grilled cheese sandwich and vegetable soup w/crackers, grilled chicken pattie sandwich; Tuesday - foot long chili dog
on bun, turkey club- on hoagie;
Wednesday - turkey and dressing
w/roll, hamburger on bun; Thursday - taco _salad w/cheese and
Mexican cornbread, grilled cheese
sandwich; Friday - chicken fajita,
fish sandwich. Pizza, hamburgers.
cheeseburgers, French fries, chef
salads, vegetables, fresh fruit, cold
sandwiches, fruit drinks, tea and
,milk are available daily.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
'Preschool
Breakfast
Monday - biscuit and jelly,
wedges; Tuesday - hot pockets,
fruit juice; Wednesday - cereal and
muffin, fruit juice; Thursday - sausage and biscuit, sliced peaches;
Friday - no school. Milk is served
daily.
Lunch
Monday - meat loaf, roll,
mashed potatoes w/gravy, cole
MURRAY CITY
slaw; Tuesday - fish nuggets, hushMurray Elementary
puppies. onion rings, white beans,.
Breakfast
cole slaw; Wednesday - spaghetti
Monday
- Poptart; Tuesday w/meat sauce, Texas toast, green
beans, tossed salad w/dressing; scrambled eggs and toast; WednesThursday - Oriental chicken, stir day - waffles; Thursday - sausage
fried vegetables, rice, pineapple, andibiscuit; Friday -.cinnamon pasroll: Friday - no school.. Milk is tries. Cereal, toast, milk and juice
are served daily.
served daily.
Lunch
East, North,Southwest
Monday - hamburger, bar-b-que
Breakfast
Monday - chicken and biscuit; chicken sandwich; Tuesday - pizza.
Tuesday - sausage and pancake on chef salad w/crackers; Wednesday a stick w/syrup; Wednesday - taco salad w/chips, grilled cheese
scrambled eggs. hashbrowns and sandwich; Thursday - chicken nugtoast; Thursday - cinnamon raisin gets, peanut butter and jelly sandbiscuit; Friday - apple turnover. Ce- wich; Friday - pizza, pimento
real, toast. fruit juice and milk are cheese sandwich. Peanut butter
sandwich available Monday and
available daily.
Friday. Vegetables, fruit, milk and
Lunch
Monday - -crispy steak fingers juice are available daily. .
w/roll, fish sandwich, peanut butter
Murray Middle
and jelly sandwich; Tuesday - taco
Breakfast
salad w/cheese ,and Mexican cornMonday - Honey bun; Tuesday bread. grilled sliicken sandwich, sausage and biscuit; Wednesday grilled cheese sandwich; Wednes- waffle stick; Thursday - sausage
day - vegetable beef soup w/crack- and biscuit; Friday - Poptarts. Ceers, hamburger on bun, peanut but- real, toast, cinnamon toast, juice
ter and jelly sandwich; Thursday - and milk are available daily:
chicken nuggets w/roll, bar-b-q
Lunch
sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich;
Monday - chicken noodle soup
Friday - sliced turkey and gravy w/grilled cheese, bar-b-que ribette,
w/roll, corn dog, peanut butter and pizza; Tuesday - steak fingers
jelly sandwich. Chef salad, fruits, w/corn bread, tuna fish sandwich.
vegetables and milk are served hamburger; Wednesday - Sloppy
daily.
Joe. chicken sandwich. pizza;
Calloway Middle .
Thursday - salisbury steak w/roll.
Breakfast
cheeseburger; Friday - foot-long
r Monday - chicken on biscuit; chili dog. fish sandwich w/cheese.
Tuesday - sausage and biscuit; pizza. Vegetables, fruit and milk
Wednesday - breakfast pizza: arc available daily.
Thursday - chicken on biscuit; FriMurray High
day - cinnamon raisin biscuit. CeBreakfast
real, toast, biscuit, muffin, fruit
Monday - turnover: Tuesday juice and milk are available daily.
biscuit and gravy; Wednesday - banana nut muffin; Thursday - sauLunch
. Monday - pizza, turkey club on sage and biscuit; Friday - cinnamon
hoagie w/cheese: Tuesday - roll. Toast, cereal, cinnamon toast,
chicken casserole w/roll. ham- milk and juice are available daily.
Lunch
burger on bun; Wednesday - taco
Monday - chicken nuggets, burw/cheese. corn dog; Thursday chili cheese burrito. bar-b-q sand- rito w/cheese; Tuesday - taco salad
wich: Friday - crispy steak nuggets bar, stuffed crust pizza, tuna salad
w/roll, cheeseburger on bun. Vege- plate; Wednesday - chicken tetables. fresh fruit, cold sandwiches. trazini. ham and cheese sub; Thursfriiit drinks, tea and milk arc avail- day - chili and cheese mit ham and
cheese quiche: Friday - chili cheese
Ale daily/
dogs. turkey club. Pizzas, hamburgCalloway High
ers, cheeseburgers, potatoes. vegc
Breakfast
Monday - steak on biscuit; Tues- tables, fruit and milk are available
day - ham and cheese on biscuit: daily.

Jenny. Lewis will present special
music. Mark Dycus is choir director and Lea Gentile is organist.
Vickie Horner will be worship
leader with Anna Hutchison and
Kelly Dibble as acolytes. Alan and
Shelley Bearman are youth directors.
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
The Re'.. Terry Vasseur, pastor,
will speak about "Following On"
with scripture from Hosea 6:1-3 at
the 11 a.m. worship service. Dean
Cochrum and Margaret Nell Boyd
will he in charge of the music.
Glendale Church of Christ
John Dale. pulpit minister, will

speak about "Jesus is the Lighthouse" with scriptures from John
9:5, 8-12 and Matthew 5:14-16 at
the 9 a.m. worship service and
about "Because You've Asked:
When is baptism scriptural?" with
scripture from Acts 19:1-7 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Curtis Darnall will direct the song service.
First Baptist
Dr. Bob Agee, executive director of the Association of Southern
Baptist Colleges and Schools, will
conduct the Winter Bible Study
from 1 and 11 Thessalonians at the
10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Mike Crook is minister of
music with Margaret Wilkins and

Lisa Ray as accompanists. The
sanctuary choir will sing "He Is Jehovah" at the morning hour. Gale
Vinson will sing a solo at the evening hour.
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak about "Unspeakable" with scripture from II Corinthians 9:11-15 at the 11 a.m. worship service and about "A Good
God- with scripture form Romans
2:1-4 at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Coldwater Church of Christ
Richard Guill, minister, will
speak about "The Personal Nature
of Christianity" with scripture from
John 20:20-22 at the 10:15 a.m.

worship service and about "Militant
Christianity #5" with scripture from
II Corinthians 11:13-15 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Gerald Rule
and Kevin Smith will be song leaders.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist
The Rev. Jack Dickerson, pastor, will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service. Acolytes will be
Kyle Erwin and Jacob McGinnis.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Larry .Daniel. pastor.
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Dr. Pamela Wurgler . is
minister of music with Joan
Bowker as organist.

Church remembers past, looks to future
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
While some churches can boast
of longevity, few can claim a legacy like the one of the New Concord Church of Christ."
"According to what we've been
able to find out, it may be the oldest Church of Christ- iii-taTioWay
County," said Bob Haley, minister
at the church. "We believe it was
established in 1843."
The year that was decided on as
the beginning of the church was
based on the discovery of a letter
dated Jan. 17, 1,843, which details
the organization of a "most interesting congregation at New Concord that numbers about 21, and
one that studies the word of God
with great interest."
Haley said he has been serving
at the church for 14 years. During
that time, the church building,
which Haley believes is the second
in the church's long history, has
undergone some extensive changes.
"Just this year, we have built a
separate building which we call a
multipurpose annex," he said.
While the church itself may be
old, Haley said its congregation reflects a diverse age group. He said
several young couples in the church
have infants, reflecting the future
growth of the church.
"We have all ages," Haley said.
"We have from the cradle to the

pie in the New Concord area.
"We have some that drive in
from Murray.- he said. "Of course,
being on the lake, we have a lot of
lake visitors."
Haley said the church . also receives some outside
summer riFsfa Freed-Hiu•deman. University, a Church of Chirst-affiliated
school.
"We'have an intern who comes
up from Freed-Hardeman University • to work with both the youth
and the oldec,people each summer,"
he said. .00*
Haley said the church will also
be conducting a "Gospel Meeting"
sprint--1e1ftering—+Mr7B-iff
NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
McKinteer. president of 21st Century Publishing, a Christian book
Sunday School classes are offered.
publishing company.
While located on the outskirts of
"He's an elderhy. gentleman. in
Calloway County, Haley said the
his 80s," Haley said. "He's a very
church is always striving to reach
intelligent, very articulate man."
as many people as it can. The
Meanwhile, the church v.iIl conchurch sponsors five-minute lestinue its various community activisons on WSJP-AM radio. The real
ties and
outreach, however, could becom- sionaries.its support of foreign misWhile Churches of Christ
ing by mail.
are independent and not part oh an
"We're getting ready to send out
large organization. Haley said
bulletins by mail," Haley said.,
churches still
support to one
"We're calling it 'The Gospel Min- another.
grave, I guess."
Haley said the church averages
utes,' and we're going to try to
"We're part of a brotherhood
an attendance of approximately 110 send one to everyone in the New that holds us
together by a common
Concord_and Hamlin area."
people on Sunday mornings, infaith," he said. "We contribute to
cluding a• youth group of "15 or
While trying to appeal to people other congregations
that have sent
everywhere, Haley said the church missionaries into
20." To accommodate the varying
foreign misthe
age levels. Haley said three adult
is made up predominantly of peo- sion field."

Houses
of Hope

Women's Conference planned
"Listening to Love" will be the
theme of the Woman's Conference
at the First Baptist Church on Feb.
12.
Lisa Harper, former director of
Women's Outreach at Focus on the
Family. will be the special guest,
according to members of the Fellowship of Christian Women,sponsor of the event.
Harper said "I have recognized
the deep need among women of all
ages to be- encouraged and
equipped in their faith, and to hear
a clear presentation of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ."
In order to help meet those
needs, Harper presented her dream
and vision for a national women's
conference to Dr. James Dobson

=MI

and the leadership team at Focus on
the Family. With their approval and
Harper's direction, "Renewing the
Heart" became a reality. Over
19,00 women attended the first of
these conferences in September
1997 and over 100,000 women
have attended a conference thus far.
Harper also speaks at women's
retreats and other events around the
country and is known for her
authenticity and humorous anecdotes as she shares Biblical truths.
She now lives in Nashville, Tenn.,
where she serves as director of
Women's Ministries at Christ Presbyterian Church.
Also featured at the conference
will be Kristin Wicker, junior at
Union University, Jackson. Tenn.,

where she is majoring in Christian lunches. Checks should he made
Studies.
payable to FBC Women's ConferEarly registration will be Feb. ence and nrgiled to Listening tp
Love Conference. First Baptist
11 from 5 to 7 p.m.
The conference will open Feb. Church. 203 S. 4th St.. Murray. KY
12 with registration from 8 to 9 42071.
p.m. with lunch at noon. The event
Registration at the door if seating is available will he $30 per perwill close it 4 p.m.
Advance registration at $20 each son. For more information call 7531854 between 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
and $5 for box lunch will be taken
through Jan. 28. Groups of five or Monday through Friday. or 759more prepaid before Jan. 28 will he 5795 or 753-4532 and leave a mes$15 each plus the cost for box sage. or e-mail fbchurchai
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punch10001,2 $14999

DOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?

punch150a2 $19999
Custom Installation - 3 Year Warranty
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Dixieland Center • Chestnut St.• Murray •753-0113
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401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

More bran, less cola may help women avoid diabetes

E
RC
ife ISE
24.year to commit.

Genetic factors and obesity arc often viewed as major risk (actors for diabetes. hut now
a new study in the Journal of the American Medical Association suggests that the types ot
food people consume may also intluetilre a person's risk oedeveloping type II diabetes
(non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus.
Researchers from the Harvard School of Public Health sent questionnaires to participant,
in the Nurses Health Study. a long-term study. that began in the mid 1970s. which focus,
Cs on women's health issues. Over 65.000 nurses responded to questions about their eat
ing habits and health status. None of the women had cancer, heart disease. or diabetes
when the food and diabetes study was started in 1986 Follow-up questionnaires on food
and eating habits were sent every 2 years through 1992 At the end of 1992, researcher,
found that abouly00 of the women had been diagnosed with diabetes. By analyzing the
food lists of these women, the researchers found that diets with a
high glysenuc load and low cereal fiber content may increase the
risk for NIODM One reason for this may he that toods with a high
glycemic load increase insulin demand and accentuate hyperinsulinemia. Foods with a high glycemic load include cola tve%eragec.
french fried potatoes, and white bread
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Johnson to leave MSU post
Racer football coach
takes Illinois St. job
four seasons, turning the fortunes
By SCOTT NANNEY
of a once downtrodden program.
Sports Editor
Included in Berry's_ stint at the
It's been said that opportunities present themselves when a central Illinois school, Berry led
the Redbirds to an 8-4 mark in
person least expects them.
That was certainly the case for 1998 and an 11-3 season this past
former Murray State head coach fall.
The 1999 season included an
Denver Johnson.
Johnson was scheduled to be unblemished record in the Gateintroduced as Illinois State's new way Conference and a trip to the
head football coach during a press NCAA Division 1-AA national
conference this afternoon in Nor- semifinals - a 28-17 loss to eventual national champion Georgia
mal, Ill.
But, according to Johnson, the Southern.
"Todd and I are very close
mo‘e, was not by design.
"I was not out looking for friends," Johnson noted. "In fact,
another job," he explained during I helped him evaluate that (the
a telephone interview late Thurs- Illinois State) program when he
day. "I wasn't ready to leave (Mur- took the job.
"He went there trying to find
ray State) right now. But this
opportunity presented itself... This a reason why they hadn't been
successful in-the-past.--And-there-is a really crazy business."
Johnson's courtship with Illi- was no reason he could find that
nois State shortly after friend and they couldn't be ... He gave them
former colleague Todd Berry a little direction."
Upon his departure, Berry alertresigned as the Redbirds head
coach to take a similar post at ed Illinois State officials about
Johnson.
Army.
"I was recommended for the
Berry, a former teammate of
Johnson's at the University of Tulsa,
guided 1SU to a 24,24 mark in • See Page 9

Johnson's departure
will leave big void
If there's one negative to college athletics, it's that we - as
fans and the media - are not
afforded the opportunity to forge
long-lasting relationships with
coaches and players.
In the blink of an eye, four
years have come and gone for the
student-athlete. And in many cases
- especially at Murray State - we
have coaches for even less time.
That's certainly the case with
the departure of Racer head football coach Denver Johnson.
Johnson came into the Murray
State fold in January 1997. And
from the very beginning, he
endeared himself to the Racer
faithful with his quick wit and his
unique coaching ability.
Many feared that former MSU
-boss-Houston- Nun- would be -too
hard of an act to follow. And he
was.
File photo
It would be hard for anyone
MOVING ON: Murray State head football coach Denver John- to duplicate Nutt's accomplishments
son accepted an offer Thursday to take over at Illinois with back-to-back Ohio Valley ConState. Johnson, 21-12 in three seasons with the Racers, ference championships in 1995 and
will replace former college teammate Todd Berry, who led
1996.
However, Johnson was able to
the Redbirds to the I-AA Playoff semifinals this year before
keep
the Racers' recent winning
taking the head coaching position at Army.

Sc

SCOTT
NANNEY
SPORTS
EDITOR
Van Haverstock

tradition intact.
It's true - three consecutive 74 finishes failed to produce another OVC title. But you can't come
any closer to it than Johnson did.
During the last two seasons,
Johnson and the Racers have come
within literally a field -goal of giving MSU an amazing four league
championships in five seasons:
That alone is pretty impressive.
But
wasn't just his piesence
on the sideline that we'll remember about Johnson.
Granted, he wasn't perfect
nobody is. But Johnson's passion
for his family and his relationship with the people around him
will never be forgotten.

EASTERN CC
Atlantic I
New Jersey
24
Philadelphia
23
Pittsburgh
17
NY. Rangers
13
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9
Northeast
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Boston
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Ii
Ii

MI See Page 9

Racers hope to regain form against Skyhawks
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Needless to say, Murray State's final
tune-up for Ohio Valley Conference play
didn't go exactly as planned.
The Racers(8-4)are licking their wounds
after an embarrassing 95-67 loss to Big
Ten power Purdue Monday night in West
Lafayette, Ind.
' However, MSU head coach Tevester
Anderson hopes his Squad Will move past
that forgettable episode and be prepared
for Saturday's OVC showdown with Tennessee-Martin at Skyhawk Arena. Game
time is scheduled for approximately 6
p.m.
"We didn't end our non-conference
schedule like I wanted to," said Anderson, in his second season at the Racer
helm.
"We had too many losses. But when
you play the type of schedule we have
and end up 8-4, that's not too bad ...
It's probably been the toughest first 12

games since I've been here," he added.
UTM captured its first-ever victory
Murray's resume boasts quality wins over the Racers last February, a shockover Rutgers, Valparaiso, Detroit Mercy and ing 74-73 decision at Skyhawk Arena.
Rhode Island. The only blemishes on the Murray State leads the all-time series 15Racers' slate came against Southern Mississippi (65-62), at rival Western Ken"(Martin) is not an automatic win anytucky (90-72), versus Kent (91-85) attd more," said Anderson. "They have a solid
against the Boilermakers in West Lafayette, team down there, and they have a lot of
Ind.
• .confidence and momentum. We're going
• •:
"Everything you. do to this point is in to have to play well in order to win this
preparation for your conference sched- game."
ule," Anderson explained. "I would defiThe Skyhawks have posted just a 3-8
nitely like to go into conference play record under first-year head coach Bret
with a little more momentum. But I think Campbell. but have faced a tough nonwe've played pretty well ... with the conference schedule - falling to the,likes
exception of two games."
of Hawaii (84-68), Vanderbilt (87-64),
The Racers already have an OVC win Louisiana State (73-45), Evansville (87to their credit, by virtue of a 68-58 deci- 51) and Alabama-Birmingham (91-84).
sion over Austin Peay Dec. 2 in Clarksville,
Martin earned its biggest victory of
Tenn. •
the season Monday night - a 64-62 home
MSU will try to add to its conference triumph over Butler.
mark at Martin. But, as Anderson admits,
"They're a whole lot better team than
grounding the Skyhawks is not as easy they were at this time last year." Anderas it once was.
son noted. "They have a new coach, a

new style and 10 new players. And that's stretch for the Racers that also includes
good for them.
key home dates against Eastern Illinois(Jan.
"When you have a new coach, you 13), Southeast Missouri State (Jan. 15)
want to bring in your own players and and Austin Peay(Jan. 18) - all of which
put in-your own stamp on the program. figure to play a key role in the final
It's not going to be easy."
OVC standings.
The Skyhawks feature a balanced attack,
"If we play well in the next four
with three players averaging at least 10 games, it can set the tone for the rest of
points per game.
DLIT season," Anderson.said,"Winning and
.Andrae Betts and-Byron -Benton are losing are habits, and we've lost two of
tied for the team lead with a 10.6 scor- our last three games ... We don't want
ing 'average while Hayden Prescott is to make losing a habit."
UTM's only other double-digit scorer at
Senior point guard Aubrey Reese 10.4.
second on the team in scoring with a
Prescott scored 22 points in a win over 19.9 points per game average, second to
Christian Brothers while Betts equaled -• forward-Isaac Spencer's 21.8 - echoed
that total in a loss to UAB. Steve Sens- his coach's sentiments.
abough owns Martin's other 20-plus point
"Martin is a very big game for us,"
effort against Butler.
Reese said. "These next four games are
"They're strong inside with a lot of going to be a key for 4S. We're 8-4 and
wide bodies," noted Anderson. "That's everybody's thinking that Murray State's
something that we haven't seen out of a down right now. So' we have to come
Martin team before."
out and send a message to the rest of
Saturday's contest begins a four-game the league."

Nelson bumps Malone
as Jazz beat Mavericks
By The Associated Press
Don Nelson might be lucky he only
lost Karl Malone's respect.
Nelson was so upset with Malone and
the officials that the 59-year-old Dallas
coach physically confronted the muicular
Ltah star during the Jazz's 105-92 road
victory Thursday night.
Nelson. who was not available for comment, bumped Malone after the coach was
ejected for arguing about a foul call on
Dallas center Shawn Bradley after a play
involving Malone.
"That's the first time a coach has
bumped me in 15 years," Malone said. "I
was taught when I was little to respect
my elders, but you're totally out of line
when you get in a player's face. He
crossed the line and I have no respect for
that."
Malone,6-foot-9 and conservatively listed as 260 pounds, said a fight with the
6-foot-6 coach would be like a collision
between a "Volkswagen and an 18-wheeler."
In other NBA games, it was Detroit

Key brings
Globetrotters
to Murray

101, Milwaukee 95; Toronto 101, Sacramento 89; Minnesota 98, Portland 9,6;
Indiana 102, Denver 97; Cleveland 90,
Golden State 75; and Miami 111, Houston 95.
Nelson, who said Wednesday that he
would step down as coach after the season to concentrate on his duties as general manager, was ejected with 6:04 left
in the third quarter when he was given a
double technical for arguing with referee
Scott Wall.
Bradley was called for a foul against
Malone, whose knee struck Bradley's midsection as the 7-foot-6 center tried to draw
a charge.
Bradley was down for several minutes
before he was helped,to the locker room.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Having played for the Austin Peay State men's
basketball team from 1992-95, Otis Key remembers
the rowdy Racer Arena crowds that greeted him and
his teammates whenever the rival Governors visited
Murray State.
But when the Russellville native and the rest of

"One of the good things about playing a ranked team is that it gets your
kids focused."
Louisville's frenetic pressure confused Utah from the game's opening
moments. The Utes scored the first
two points on a jumper by Mottola
then committed four straight turnovers
as the Cardinals went up 12-4.
Leading 30-18 with 3:23 remaining, Louisville scored the final 10
points of the half to take a 22-point
lead. "When I looked up at the board at

the Harlem Globetrotters take the floor at the Regional Special Events Center Sunday at 2 p.m., Key knows
the greeting he will receive will be more than "OK,"
his nickname.
"It's always good to come back home, especially
when you're part of the most recognizable basketball
team in, the world," said Key, who has visited 15
countries in his two seasons with the team. "It'll: be
good to be one of the good guys - I'll be a Globetrotter instead of a Governor, so the fans here will
be able to cheer for me."
A 6-9, 265-pound forward, Key, who receive!! a
. Kentucky Colonel Award in his hometown June: 12
from Governor Paul Patton, was an all-district and
all-region performer on the Russellville High School
squads that went to back-to-back All 'A' Classic state
tournaments.
He completed his collegiate career at Lincoln tilniversity, where he earned all-conference and All-Annerlea status by leading his league in rebounding (11.3
per game) and field-goal percentage (.602) and finishing fifth in scoring (17.8 points per game) as a
senior.
Key left Lincoln in 1996 on the Dean's List with
a degree in sociology-psychology and four school
rebounding records. Key then played professionallt in
Spain from 1996-98, where he became fluent in Spanish and also picked up French, Portuguese and Italian.
Those language skills help him serve as one of:the
Globetrotters' advance ambassadors, but even thoUgh
Key relishes the public relations role, the added respon-

MI See Page 9
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BUMP AND GRIND: A confrontation
between Utah Jazz forward Karl Malone and Dallas Maverick head coach
Don Nelson ensued during Utah's
105-92 road win Thursday.

Louisville's 20-point win mutes Utes' Majerus
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — It's not
often Utah coach Rick Majerus doesn't have much to say.
But the quick-witted leader of the
18th-ranked Utes was in no mood for
chit-chat Thursday night following his
squad's 75-55 loss to Louisville.
"We could sit here and break this
down and analyze it for hours. but
*why do that." a frustrated Majerus
said. "They beat us on the boards and
in transition, that's the bottom line.
"We lost the game because, emotionally, we did not have an edge to
us and we didn't have the energy and
enthusiasm needed to play anyone.

And that's my fault."
terrible.
Nate Johnson scored 19 points and
"We did not get back and we did
Tony Williams added 12 as the quick- not rebound. If you don't play defense
er, more athletic Cardinals (9-3) out- and rebound, you have no chance."
rebounded Utah 37-22 and .forced 17
The victory was Louisville's fourth
turnovers in snapping the Utes' nine- straight since a demoralizing 76-46
game winning streak.
loss at intrastate-rival Kentucky on
Hanno Mottola, who entered the Dec. 18, a streak that includes a 97game averaging 24 points and 6.8 80 victory over then-No. 6 North Carrebounds in five starts since returning olina.
from a preseason knee injury, scored
"This was a great team victory,"
20 of his 27 points in the second half Louisville coach Denny Crum said.
to lead Utah (11-3).
'We approached this game like we
"We j.ti
- st embarrassed ourselves." did North Carolina, with the thought
Mottola said. "It looked like the first that we had to play 40 minutes of
time we ever played basketball — just intense, concentrated defense.
•
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Lady Tigers top Calloway 33-26 in JV action

job by Todd," Johnson said. "They
contacted me about it, but I really didn't think it was going to
happen."
Earlier this week, Johnson visited the Normal, Ill. campus.
"I told them that I wouldn't
go up there unless they were going
to offer me the job," he said. "I
was happy where I was, and I
would never take the job without
looking at it."
Johnson's interest in the position increased after meeting with
ISU officials.
"I was a little bit taken back
by their singular purpose," Johnson noted. "I think what excited
me was the commitment from the
institution from the president, the
athletic director and all the •way
down the line.
•
"They have a hunger to move
in a positive direction. They have

Sophomore forward Ashley Tripp scored 17 points as the Murray High
School iunior-varsity girls basketball team beat crosstown rival Calloway
County 33-26 Thursday at MHS
Sophomore guard Chelsee Thompson and sophomore center Paige Adlich
each scored six points for the Lady Tigers, while freshman guard Felicia
Prescott and sophomore guard Meagan Rogers paced the Lady Lakers with
15 and four points, respectively.

girls beat Murray, improve to 13-0
C. CCMS
The Calloway

County Middle School seventh-grade girls' basketball team
have kept their unbeaten streak alive into the new year, improving to 13-0
with wins over Murray and South Marshall earlier this week
The Jr. Lady Lakers beat Murray 39-15 Monday at Murray Middle School
behind Brittany Collins and Halee Wyatt. who both scored eight points. Collins
and Came Radke pulled down five rebounds apiece while Kalyn Fox added
six points for CCMS.
Wyatt and Fox were at it again in Tuesday's 48-10 home win over South
Marshall, scoring 11 and nine points, respectively. Whitney Hendon pitched
in seven points and Jessica Greer collected five steals for the Jr Lady Lakers, who return to action Tuesday when they host Graves County at 5 p.m

SCOREBOARD

conimilment to renovate the stadium and the facilities, and to
really go places with that program
... I look at this as an opportunity to get in on the ground floor
of what I think is a positive situation." he continued.
"It's not hard to go to Illinois
State, but it will be very difficult
to leave Murray State. My relationships • here have been fantastic. It would be one thing to leave
if I was unhappy here, but that's
definitely not the case."
During his three-year tenure at
Murray State (1997-99), the Racers compiled a 21-12 mark - which
includes three straight 7-4 finishes and three successive secondplace finishes in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Johnson - a former NFL and
USFL player. who served as an
assistant coach at Tawssee-Martin, Oklahoma State and Missis-

sippi State before coming to Mur- (athletic director). E. W. (Denniray - led a 1999 Racer squad that son). My relationship with him
has been fantastic.
broke or tied several school and
"The future is bright here
OVC records.
In 1998, the Racers dropped a because of the Racer Foundation.
46-44 decision to Tennessee State Because of that, the future of
on a blocked field goal and fell Racer football is secure."
to the Tigers in almost identical
Dennison said the job was a good
fashion 42-41 last fall in Nashville. career move for Johnson.
Both games would have given the
"Denver really struggled with
this decision," said Dennison. "He
Racers the conference crown.
"I feel good about what we've loved this job and he loves Murbeen able to do here," said John- ray State, but I think he felt that
son. "We've had some great wins, this was a good opportunity for
but winning on the field is not him ... It's a good career move."
everything. You win on a lot of
According to Dennison, Johndifferent levels. And I hope we've son's departure will leave a void
been able to make a positive impact in the program.
on these guys."
"He's done an outstanding job
According to Johnson, the Racer with our student-athletes," noted
football program is being left in Dennison. "When you lose a class
good hands.
person like Dens-er, it really hurts."
-There are a lot of special peoDennison said the school would
ple here," he said. "The best thing move quickly to hire Johnson's
to happen to this program was successor.
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NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
T-RT
New Jersey
24
12
5-2
Philadelphia
23
11
6-1
Pittsburgh
17
18
3-5
NY. Rangers
13
19
7-3
N.Y Islanders
9
24
5-0
Northeast Division
L
7-RT
Toronto
24
13
4-3
Ottawa
21
13
6-2
Boston
14
17
10-2
Buffalo
16
20
5-1
Montreal
12
23
5-1
Southeast Division
T-RT
L
Florida
14
22
3-3
Carolina
16
17
7-0
Washington
14
17
7-1
Tampa Bay
10
21
6-3
Atlanta
10
25
4-3
Thursday's Games
Carolina 7, Boston 3
Ottawa 5, Phoenix 2
New Jersey 6, Buffalo 3
Atlanta 3, Washington 1
Philadelphia 3. N Y Islanders 2
Detroit 5, Nashville 2
St Louis 4, Montreal 3
Chicago 5. Calgary 2
Los Angeles 4, Florida 2
Today's Games
Toronto at Pittsburgh 6 30 p m
Anaheim at Carolina, 630 pm
Vancouver at Dallas. 7 30 pm
Montreal at Colorado, 8 p m
Tampa Bay at Edmonton. 8 p m

Pts
55
53
42
36
23
Pts
55
50

40
38
30
Pts

50
39
36
29
27

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
T-RT
L
Detroit
26
11
4-1
St Louis
24
11
6-0
Nashville
14
22
5-2
Chicago
12
22
6-2
Northwest Division
7-RT
W
L
Colorado
.19
16
5-1
13
Edmonton
17
115
Calgary
17
19
5-1
Vancouver
12
18
8-3
Pacific Division
W
T-RT
L
Phoenix
22
14 •4-0
Dallas
21
15
5-1
San Jose
20
19
5-3
Los Angeles
18
15
7-2
Anaheim
18
18
4-1

Pts
57
54
35
32
Pts
44
40
35

Pts
48
48
48
45
41

Overtime losses count as a loss and -a
regulation tie
Saturday's Games
N.Y. Islanders at Boston, 6 p m
N.Y. Rangers at Toronto. 6 pm
Buffalo at Ottawa. 6 p.m
Atlanta at Washington, 6 p m.
Phoenix at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m.
Ariaheim at Detroit, 6:30 p.m
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia, 7 p.m
Vancouver at St Louis, 7 p m
Chicago at Nashville. 7 p m
Tampa Bay at Calgary, 7 p m

Florida at San Jose, 9:30 p m
Sunday's Games
N.Y. Rangers at Carolina. 5 pm
Colorado at Chicago, 7 p m

From Page 8

• Johnson ..

Hill, coming off consecutive 42point performances in Orlando and
Atlanta, was 13-of-21 from field
and had seven assists- and five-rebounds in 38 minutes.
Christian Laettner added 20
points, and Jerry Stackhouse had
18. Glenn Robinson led the Bucks
with 31.

From Page

8
• were left far too empty to justify
He returned to start the fourth
No. matter the situation. John- _the - talent on
quarter, but was ejected atter pickthe field.
-son always had time to make small
I would encourage all Racer
ing up his second technical.
talk or offer one of a million
fans to get out and support our
Nelson's son and top assistant,
humorous lines. He knew we - as
next football coach - unlike any
Donnie, took over the team and
the media - had a job to do. And
we've had before. The next coach
was hit with a technical with 4:53
he never stood in the way of that.
will probably be gone as fast as
left in the third quarter for going
Johnson's contributions to MurRaptors 101, Kings 89
Johnson was.
on the court to protest a no-call.
Charles Oakley had a season- ray State and to the entire MurWhile the winning tradition' will
"I thought I was going to have
high 20 points and 16 rebounds ray and Calloway_ _County com- surely remain unchanged, life
to jump on his back and slow
around the Racer program will
him down," Donnie Nelson said as Toronto beat Sacramento, snap- munity are too numerous to menping the visiting Kings' winning tion in this space.
never be quite the same without
of his father's confrontation with
Yet, it's almost as if we didJohnson.
Malone. "That's what he is. He's streak at four games. .
Doug Christie hit four 3-point- n't giye enough back to him.
.We'll miss you, Denver. You,
a competitor and he's feist ."
Oil -many- fall Saturdays, the
as well, will indeed be a hard act
Utah coach erry Sloan also got els and had 16 points, and Tracy
to follow.
into the act, drawing two techni-, McGrady added 15 points to help stands at Roy Stewart 'Stadium
cals and an ejection with 3:37 to Toronto overcome Vince Carter's
second straight subpar performplay in the game.
Malone led Utah with 24 points ance since' being left off the U.S.
•••
Olympic team.
and 11 rebounds, Bryon Russell
"They were big like North CarCarter, coining off a I3-point From Page 8
added 20 points, and John Stockolina
and we wanted to try to
ton had 12 points and 10 assists. effort Tuesday night against Port- halftime and
saw they only had make them get out and run with
-Utah--has -won---five- -straight-and- -land,
the--field-- -113- pouRs, T
said, `Whoa.-That us," Williams said. "We were able
11 in a row against Dallas.
and scored 14 points.
was—a-lreat derertsive effort." to do that, go hard to tW boards
Michael Finley had 30 points
Chris Webber led Sacramento 'Crum said.
and take away a lot of the things
for the Mavericks, who've lost with 27' points and 19 rebounds.
Utah, which last lost 84-72 at they wanted to do."
nine of 10 and six in a row at
T'wolves 98, Blazers 96
Weber State on Dec. 1, didn't fare
Louisville scored 20 points off
home. Dirk Nowitzki added 24
Kevin Garnett banked in a 10- much better in the second half
as turnovers and had 19 second-chance
points, and Cedric Ceballos had foot -shot with 3.3 seconds left to the Cardinals
pushed the lead to points to the Utes' three.
21 points and 14 rebounds.
cap a 27-point' performance as 30 with 6:57 reinaining. A 13-3
Louisville's unheralded bench
Pistons 101, Bucks 95
Minnesota snapped visiting Port- Utah run cut the margin to 20
by also was a factor, outscoring the
Grant Hill scored 19 ot his 31
land's winning streak at six games. game's end.
Utes' reserves 27-14.
points in the fourth quarter as
Detroit extended its winning streak
to six games with a home victory over Milwaukee.

• Cardinals

▪ Globetrotters -...
From Page 8
,sibility does mean that he has to
Work out on his own when he is
' away from the rest of the team.
"I try to get people excited
about the game so that when we
Come into town, we get a warm
welcome from a packed crowd,"
'Key said. "The team doesn't stop
'without me and I have to be ready
to play when I come back, but
it's a challenge that I've accepted."
The Globetrotters will be looking to increase their current winning streak, now over 1,000 consecutive victories, Sunday against
the New York Nationals. But Key
7•
- says these are not the same Globetrotters that racked up over 8,000
straight wins during the 1970s,
mostly in exhibition games against
the Washington Generals.
A highlight of Key's first year
with the Globetrotters was being
a member of the squad that swept
the three-game series with the 1999
Denny's College All-Stars last
spring.
Looking to up the competitive
ante, the Globetrotters will play
the NABC All-Americans during
this year's NCAA Final Four as
well as several perennial Top 25
college powerhouses.
"We also have a major motion
picture and a cartoon show cornII ing out soon, and we're still doing

the international thing, so people
will be seeing a lot of us," said
Key, who explained the Globetrotters' ambitious philosophy for
the 21st Century.
"We're getting to the point where
we'll be more popular than we
were in the 70's. and those games
against the college players and
teams will be very serious. We

have a lot more energy, we are a
lot younger and we're more together now. The simple game of basketball has evolved a great deal
lately, and we're trying to evolve
with it."
Tickets for Sunday's stop on
the Globetrotters' "Positively Magical" 2000 World Tourare slit! available by calling the RSEC box
office at 270-762-5555

-1
F.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
rn

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings
or."
-r•

Large Inventory of
Residential & Commerical
glow
IP-New unit sales •Service for most brands • Bags for most brands
Featuring Panasonic & Simplicity
209 S. 3rd St. • 753-5341

St. # 99431

Before The Cold Sets In —
Make Sure You're Riding On Good Tires!
Yr Limited Warranty
Lifeliner STE .6
•24-Month Free Replacement
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

•24-Hour Roadside Assistance
*Smooth. Quiet Ride

NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530

Owner. DWAIN WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Fre Fai

A. 4' concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F 81 studds. 16"
0.C.
G. 7 1/16 8Iandex
undersiding
11 Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

; ii;rt Ai. 1.4,1.114 !,talc“,11
I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0.C.
J 1/2 plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
NI Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0. 2.4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 4.4 raised curb

1999 Chevrolet Tracker

Full Power,
Hunter,
4x4

1999
Chevy
Blazer
LT

MSRP:
$31,875.00
Peppers Disc.: $3,079.00
Factory Rebate: $2,500.00
Your Price:

St. # 99305
A/C,Cruise,
Auto,Cassette
MSRP:
$16,960.00
Peppers Disc.: $1,317.00
Factory Rebate: $2,500.00
Your Price:

$26,296.00

$13,143.00

Y2K
Sale

V-6, Cassette, CD
Loaded
MSRP:
$28,095.00
Peppers Disc.: $2,463.00
Factory
Rebate:
$2,500.00
Your Price:
$23,132.00

Rebates up to
$2,500 or APR's
as low as 2.9%
Prices good until
1-14-00.

1999
Chevy Tahoe

1 CAR it2.201

2 CAR (1800)
LARGE 2 CAR (2222)
2 CAR (24124)
I *ROE 2 CAR (2400)

54.325
55.025
S5.425
$5525
$6225

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

41111111
Auto, A/C, Loaded
MSRP:
$18,880.00
Peppers Disc.: $1,560.00
Factory
Rebate:
$1,250.00
Your Price:

1999
Chevy
Venture Van

$16,070.00

4DR 4x4
St. # 99535
7 Passenger,
St. # 99243
F&RA/C
CD,Full Power
•
Full
MSRP:
$38,119.00 Power, MSRP:
$27,670.00
Peppers Disc.: $4,884.00 Leather Peppers Disc.: $3,156.00 - Factory Rebate: $1,000.00
Factory Rebate: $2,000.00

tap

Your Price:

$32,235.00

Your Price:

$22,514.00

Whatever It Takes. We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company.''

Deluxe Models
11.1111110=1111111

Hardboard Siding
1 CAR 41200
53.825
2 CAR (18x20)
S4,625
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
S4.925
2 CAR (24.24)
S5.125
LARGE 2 CAR (24.30)
S5.725

1999
Olds
Alero

St. # 99322

All Cars & Trucks at
Red Tag Specials

We ono' you. FREE Estimates. References and location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

PLUS,, OFF-LEVEL LOT
gfirWir

1999 Olds Bravada
St. #99119

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
It

Chevrolet - Oldsmobile - Cadillac

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
a
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FULL SERVICE STATION
Oil Change • Tune-Up • Starter • Brakes • Tires

tOcu4r att you7 j'zie‘ree.! at'

THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
612 South 9th St.
For 4/1 loot t -Haul

and tau isoy Needs

753-5719
Good 1..Asclk.

Pul

(The enhance,*

Racers!

Att(
CableC

Woodmen's Modified Endowment
Universal Life Insurance certificate,
The Enhancer, lets your beneficiary
avoid the hassle of probate and the
bite of federal income tax!

UFFEY:

We will
Modems Sa
will be exp,
your Cable
correctly by
call our oflic
any issues
Thank you!

Tim Scruggs
Woodmen Bldg , 3rd & Maple,
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4377
The FAMILY Fraternity'•
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

tiny. 641 S.
Bel- kir ('tr. • NItirray

753-0440

NOME OFFICE OMAHA NEBRASKA

SON OR DAUG1
AGE 19?

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game.

Unless still in
or College, thei]
ily group ho:
insurance may
expired due tc
Our most po
Major Medical 1
offers comprehe
benefits at re
able rates. For
information call

Kentucky Lake
_Oil Company

Jerry McCon
TUG OF WAR: Murray State senior guard Aaron Page battles several South Alabama players for possession of the basketball during the Racers 59-54 victory Dec. 16 at the Coors Classic in Mobile, Ala.
Page and the Racers, 8-4 overall and1-0 in Ohio Valley Conference play this season, look to continue
their OVC dominance when they visit Tennessee-Martin (3-8, 0-1) Saturday at 6 p.m. The Skyhawks
won last year's meeting in Martin 74-73, the only time UTM has beaten MSU in 16 games.

Kickboxing For Fun & Fitness

29.95

Game13

a i To ay!

411 Olive

Blvd. • Murr
UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL

1M1

2.00 OFF
102 South 12th St. Murray
759-3278
We Fealure
1

r,-

PEOPLE WHO KNOW
USE VALVOLINE

QUICK
LUBE

niki;
ItYour
Mahon
WAL*MART
HWY. 7,,
s2R
TH

gAustin Peay
Detroit (ESPN)
@ W. Kentucky

11

Alabama State

Contact Brenda or the front desk
for further information
(759-9622). Call about any of
these resolution helper programs.

W, 68-58
W, 77
W1..1910-34572,

Coors Classic - Moble. Ala.
W, 59-54
vs South Alabama
SunClassic - El Paso, Texas
L, 91-85
Kent
W, 80-74
Rhode Island

28
29

808 Chestnut St.• Murray
759-9622

95-p6m7
L.00

@ Purdue University
@ UT Martin
Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri (Fox)
Austin Peay (Fox)
fp Eastern Kentucky
fp Morehead State
Middle Tennessee
Ten nessee Tech

3
8
13
15
18
20
22
27
29

7.30 pm
7:00 pm
7.00 pm
pm

For

a
a

pm
7
7:00
45 p

Sun -Thur.
10-11
On & Sat.

753-7670
ccnIr,11

THA

Sales & Rentals

S

TBA
1 30 pm

OVC Tourn (Semi)
OVC Tourn.(Finals)
Al Times Central

c§s' \l•

Ht.
6-6
6-7
6-8
6-5
6-0

Wt.
220
195
235
195
185

Cl.
Sr
Sr
Sr
Jr
Sr

Hometown
Montgomery, Ala
Montgomery, Ala
Nashville, Term
Louisville, Ky
Auburn, Ala

p.
21 8
63
87
11 3
19 7

Rpq
92
30
51
70
53

R7/0
61 9
42 9
37 2
51 4
47 3

3F7/0
33 3
35 3
31 9
31 3
39 3

FT%
70 6
45 0
79 2
63 0
80 9

6-5
6-5
6-1
6-6

180
220
175
190

Sr
Sr
So
Fr

Austin. Texas
Memphis, Tenn
Savannah, Tenn
Louisville, Ky

45

27
19
10
05

28 1
22 9
39 1
31 3

268
217
438
000

700
800
667
875

36
34
21

FREE Pregna
Tests! Life He
753-0700.
GUNS, Buy & S
270-436-565C
RYAN Foods is
announce that it w
an open public me(
discuss Ryan Food
pliance
with
Environmental Pro
Agency's (EPA) Ris
agement Program
tion. The meeting
held on January 14
Murray Holiday Inn
AM in meeting roon
interested communr
dents are welcor
attend.

BIBLE
MESSAG
759-517

*

Christia
Booksta
Court Squan
Murray

+0

*

New Lil

Sall

o c's

Murray State Lineup
Probable Starters
Pos No. Player
F
31 Isaac Spencer
13 Rod Murray
F
44 Mike Turner
C
G
25 Ray Cunningham
G
12 Aubrey Reese
Off The Bench
•
G
20 Aaron Page
•
Marlon Towns
4
G
•
G
24 Justin Burchne
F
32 Chris Shumate

Ruth's See & S
753-6981
BETH'S New &
Sewing. Phone 75
Anytime!

Keep for 2 days
;
7
4
7'
17
7
°5
3°p)pmm
pm

March
3

95
•

$7
1

7:45 pm

UT Martin
Tennessee Stale
@ Eastern Illinois
(tp SE Missouri(ESPH2)
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
(p Middle Tennessee
© Tennessee Tech
OVC Tournament

5
8
10
12
17
19
24
26
29

communities.

EVERYDAY SPECIAL
All Movies

6
7
4'7
.'-01:
3°
0 pp
pmnm

February
ig Tennessee Stale
1

We build strong kid,
.
strong
stron g

\ MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

January

This is the 17th meeting between the two neighboring OVC rivals...MSU leads the
series 15-1 with the Sky hawks owning a one-game win streak in the series by virtue of
their first-ever win (74-73)over MSU last season.. _MSU leads the series 7-1 in games
played in Martin. Last season, the two teams split, winning on their home courts.

Full Service
Reg. Price $22.95

me TIME/

December

Here are some quickfacts as the Racers enter fonday's game:
• Four of the Racers' eight wins have conic against teams who played in either the
tiCAA Tournament(Valpo, Detroit, Rhode Island)or the NIT(Rutgers) last season.
• Isaac Spencer, the Ohio Valley Conference's preseason player ofthe year, is 11th in
the nation in scoring at 21.8 ppg. The6-foot-6 senior forward leads the OVC in scoring,
field goal percentage(61.8)and is third in rebounding(9.5 r)g.)lie was also named the
College hoops Insider's national player of the week for his 28-point, 11-rebound etTort
against Detroit.
• Spencer, Aubrey Reese and Rod Murray have played three seasons together, posting a record of64-14. Combined, the trio has played 230 games and has 191 combined
starts. Spencer leads the way, starting 77 of 78 games. The only start he didn't earn was
last season vs. Eastern Illinois when he stepped aside for senior Marvin Clay to start on
Senior Night.

gm gm mg um

TWICE TAIE
A1411
WORKOUT

UC-Colorado Springs
W. 90-63
Hoop & Quill Classic
W,87-83
vs. Rutgers
26
W, 78-58
•
2728 vs. Valparaiso
' L, 65-62
vs Southern Mississippi
2
4
7

and throughout the day

• Women only hours also

19

Racers-Skyliawks...illeSeries
lb

'Classes at lunch

November

16

ALTERATIOh

• 30 minute
Cardiovascular Strength Circuit
- Individual workout- Suitable for
ALL levels offitness

NeerSchedule

Murray State(8-4) heads hack on the road for its fifth straight road game today when
the Racers play Tennessee-Martin in the Racers'second Ohio Valley Conference game of
the season. MSU is tied for first in the OVC at 1-0 by virtue of its Dec. 2 win at Austin
Peay, while UT Martin is 0-1 in league play.
Murray State enters the game having lost three of its last six games, including its last
game,a 95-67 defeat at Purdue. UT Martin has won just one of its last six games,but beat
13utler 64-62 at home in its last game on Jan. 3.
• LAST TIME OUT: The Racers are coming otitheir most disappointing game of the
t.:ason, a 95-67 loss at Purdue. In the loss, MSU was outrebounded 43-23 by the Boilermakers who shot 57.6 percent and held the Racers to 39.3 percent shooting. Aubrey Reese
led the Racers with 18 points, followed by Ray Cunningham with 17 and Isaac Spencer
with 14.

RacerNotesofInterest

753-6656
Chestnut St.

Shell
622 South 4th

Saturday,Jan 8,2000 • 600 p m • Skyhawk Arena • Marti, Tenn

Insurance, I

753-419i
"free local claim se

LUNCH CRUNCH FITNESS

Murray State t8-41 vs. Tennessee-Martin(3-81

Racers BackIn ONPlay

Introductory
Offer

'41

eS' 1N'
N.,
"Gr

*

Gir
Aeb

15,1,1
CASH C
Now availabl(
cer policy ti

$20,000, $30,
$50,000 cash

II

Any Pizza, Any Size,
Any Toppings

Supporting Racer
Basketball

For

We Accept Any
Competitors'Coupon

he1)

MTurray Bank
How Banking Should Be
1000 Whitnell Avenue. Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

10
9
Deep th.h Extra
Max 10 Topping.

RACERS

01999 IIMminfis Pizza. Inc

Coupon not valid with am' other offer (Wel
Valid with coupon only Valid at participating stores nnly Prices ma,
vary Customer pay. sales tax where applicably F),Ir rInve, earn I.,
"
than $20 Cash value I/20e Expires 1/31/99

- IMIIR NM MI

nal cancer or
Money back f
had a claim ii
back 100% of

•10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands
'Brake Service
'Transmission Service
•Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned & Operated

paid and the r
life. Monthly
Age 2046.00 Ag
Age

50 = $19.00

For details, lin.

McCONNI
AGI

507 S. 12th

753-3030
Delivering a Million Smiles a Day:-

420Ullre

•
-nc,a

Os•

0 • ivs

759-2265
Lotwicxtino tor

Five Points
759-1529
••••,

! .

.411.

905 Sycamori
Nationwi

•-•0,--e•-••10.0.

• r-
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CLASSIFIED
(I

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

ti11:11.:1) Al) RATES

7534916

Displas %its
$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All I Agit Must Run Within 6 MN Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Ads',? 001111nanum I .1 do 10e per word per dry be ect-h
,onot. ed,
525(1 env. for Shopper (Toes Clasolieds so into Slapping Gude.)crithhon.11
5250 coo.. be blind NO.. •

Ad Deadlines
Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Liar

Effective February 1, 3000

Just Say "Charge It"
060

Public Notice
Attention Murray
CableComm Customers:
We will be working on Cable
Modems Saturday, January 8. You
will be experiencing down time. If
your Cable Modem is not working
correctly by Sunday morning please
call our office, so that we can correct
any issues as soon as possible.
Thank you!

Happy 40th
Birthday
Mike Watson

060

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or College, their family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular
Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable rates. For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199
"free local claim service"
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing. Phone 759-0768.
Anytime!
FREE Pregnancy
Te.ts! Life House
753-0700
GUNS, Buy & Sell.
270-436-5650.
RYAN Foods is pleased to
announce that it will hold
an open public meeting to
discuss Ryan Foods compliance
with
the
Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) Risk management Program regulation. The meeting will be
held on January 14 at the
Murray Holiday Inn at 9:00
AM in meeting room A. All
interested community residents are welcome to
attend.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

New Life
Christian
Bookstore

Sale
Court Square
Murray

111110111111111

Personals

Help Wanted

SO This is not Vail o
Aspen or in fact any glam
orous Ski Resort. But with
a fireplace, a mug of hot
cider, easy listening music
& warm snugly clothing.
We could pretend! SWF,
late 40's seeking someone
to share winter fun with, "If
there is such a thing."
Please, professional gentleman drop me a snowy
note.
P.O. Box 665
Paris, TN 38242.

PART time receptionist
needed for doctor's office
Approx. 28 hours per
week. Office located in
Murray. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-N

Lost and Found
LOST: Small brown mixed
breed male dog. Lost New
Years Eve in downtown
area. No collar. 753-4828
!!$100. Reward!!
060
Help Wanted
TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING
Don't get caught up in the
hype!
At West Kentucky
Technical College
our graduates are
FREE AGENTS who can
choose the company that
suits their needs!
Train in
Mayfield, Kentucky!
ASK ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT
Call Toll Free:
888-722-1919
EEEO MIF/D
TREES n Trends
Silk Tree Factory
Unique Home De'cor
Hiring full-time floral
designers for our new
Production Facility in
Paducah. Experience not
necessary but preferred.
All days, no weekends.
We offer medical, dental,
and vision coverage. Life
insurance, 401k. and
associate discount.
Weekly pay, holiday and
vacation pay.
Applicants will be contacted for scheduled interview.
Apply at our retail store:
3202 Irvin Cobb Drive
Paducah. Kv. 42002.
PART-TIME maintenance
person needed. Please call
Brenda at YMCA 7599622.
PHARMACIST Needed in
Mayfield. Full time or part
time. No nights, weekends
or Holidays. Call
800-745-0732
OWN a computer
Put it to work!
$25-$75 per hour PT/ FT
888-852-3379.
www.this-is-it.net

iO1

LOOK LUHFIT'S NEW
CASH CANCER PLAN
Now available a first occurrence cancer policy that will pay $10,000,
$20,000, $30,000, $40,000 or even
$50,000 cash upon diagnosis of internal cancer or malignant melanoma.
Money back feature: If you have not
had a claim in 20 years, you will get
back 100% of the premium you have
paid and the policy will be paid up for
life. Monthly rates for each $10,000
Age 2046.00 Age 3048.00 Age 40= $12.00
Age 50 = $19.00 Age 60 to 64 = $29.00.
For details, limitations & exclusions call.

McCONNELL INSURANCE
AGENCY,INC.
905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

•••

VISA

$10 TO $14/ HOUR
Delivering Telephone
Directories in your area
No experience necessary
Dependable
Transportation Must be
able to read a map Start
today! Call
1-937-609-8483
3 Part time positions available for days. afternoons &
weekends. Apply in person
at Pioneer Convenience
Mart_ 94W in Lynn Grove.
ARE YOU CONNECTED"
INTERNET USERS
WANTED,
5350-$800 / week
1-888-530-7214
www ecomearnings corn

WEST
KY Answering
Service. Full time midnights. Evenings & weekends. Bring resumes to:
104N 5th Street.

EXPERIENCED
HVAC
Ductwork installers for
commercial applications.
Paid holidays & vacation.
270-759-2288.
FT client coordinator position available. Phone/ people skills a must. Retail
experience helpful Bring
resume to the Essential
Day Spa. 1311 Johnson
Blvd. 270-767-0760
LABORERS & Operator.
Base pay starts $6.50/hr &
up. Based on experience
at
Cable
WANTED: Roofer. 5 year Apply
experience. Must be willing Constructors. 414 S. 4th
to work hard with little St Murray.
supervision. Leave mes- NOW hiring: Daytime hot
sage. 489-6125 after 6PM. bar attendant and daytime
dishwasher. Please apply
in person M-F at Sirloin
Stockade in the Bel-air
Shopping Center.

The City of Murray has the following job
opportunity:
Position: Equipment Operator III
(operation of hydraulic or
mechanical type refuse
collection vehicle)
Department: Murray Sanitation
Department
Salary for the position (depending on training and experience) $8.64 per hour minimum.
City of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, retirement plan, longevity.
sick and vacation days.
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the
City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207
S. 5th Street, Murray Kentucky 42071. If
you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 270762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications,is at 5:00
p.m. on Tuesday, January 11, 2000,
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following lob openings

EMPLOYMENT
Opportunity
Progressive local (regional) telecommunication firm
seeks a right-of-way employee to be responsible
on all projects in obtaining
permission for right-of-way
on and across an individual's property, responsible
for obtaining and recording
all signed easements,
keeping records on rightof-way obtained, responsible for looking up property
records at the county
courthouse, and recording
and keeping on all crop
damages. Job requirements include possession
of good written and oral
communication skills; having worked in the customer
service field a plus;sales
ability or sales training required; background in securing easements and
right-of-ways helpful; solid
work history, great people
skills; must be able to work
long summer hours; some
nights and weekends possible. as well as being able
to assist in the marketing
department during offpeak seasons. Resumes
must be sent to:
West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Cooperative,
Attention:
Personnel Department,
P.O. Box 649, Mayfield, Ky
42066-0649,
and must arrive before
January 20,2000.
NO telephone calls will be
accepted concerning this
position.

LAND
Between
The
Lakes Association is
looking for mature persons
to fill following openings.
All positions .require a
warm and generous personality. Cash register
experience
helpful.
Excellent opportunities for
retirees.
Visitor
Receptionist at the following locations (all $6/hr):
North Welcome, 9 to 5, 24
hours per week, mid-Feb.
through Nov., Sun.. Mon.,
Tue., Schedule.
Nature Station. 9 to 5, 24
to 32 hours per week, midFeb. through Nov., some
weekends and holidays.
Golden Pond Visitor
Center, 9 to 5, 24 to 32
hours per week, yearround. some weekends
and holidays.
Homeplace, 9 to 5 24 to
32 hours per week, midFeb. through Nov., some
weekends and holidays.
Homeplace Gift Shop
Clerk: 9 to 5, 24 to 32
hours per week, mid-Feb.
through Nov., some weekends
and
holidays_
$6/hour
Elk & Bison Prairie
Interpreter. Help school
group and tour bus visitors
understand more about
LBL'S Elk & Bison Prairie.
Highly variable schedule, 6
hours per day, 1 to 3 days
per
week,
mid-Feb.
through Nov., $7/ hour
Management Assistant: 8
to 4:30, 32 hours per week,
Tue. through Fri. yearround, Occasional weekends and holidays. Variety
of duties including substituting for absent employees, merdandise ordering,
inventory distribution, telephone, computer entry,
mail, and more. Must be
highly organized, have a
driver's
license, high
school diploma, be good
with numbers and able to
lift
50Ibs..
$7.50/hr.
Applicants may leave a
detailed message expressing their interest before
Jan. 21st. at (270) 9242028. Sorry- no walkin-ins
or other calls of inquiry can
be accepted.

_,A414N44.
4149:t

Benefits Available For All Positions
REGISTERED NURSES
Ful: & Part Time positions available in:
Home Care
Medical Surgical
CCU
Postpartum/GYN
Obstetrics
Staff Development
Experienced Preferred
LPN, HOMEMAKER, & CERTIFIED
NURSING ASSISTANTS
Full Time positions available.

Equal Opportunity
Employer
/4113 hiplar Street

MURRAY
CAII.OVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

• Murray. Kentucky 121171

READY FOR A NEW
CHALLENGE IN 2000?
Murray Woman's Clinic is looking for experienced,
energetic people with a strong customer service
mentality to fill the following positions:

It you want to work in a fast paced but friendly environment and have the skills to excel in one of these
positions, send your resume to the address below
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE, We offer competitive salaries, medical coverage, life insurance and a
40IK unmatched iii the area.
Murray Woman's Clinic
305 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Equal Opportunity•Employer

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds
every day for a
month - incl/Shopper $205.
Ca11,753-1916 for details.

Apptiancea

EMPLOYEE WELLNESS
MANAGER
Citation/ Camden Casting
Division has an immediate
opening for a Plant Nurse.
The ideal applicant will
have experience in the following
areas:
Case
Management, Surgery &
recovery, Home Health
Care. Emergency Room &
Wellness
programs.
Camden casting center is a
Ductile Iron Foundry that
produces safety critical
parts for the big three
automakers.
Excellent
benefits_
An
Equal
Opportunity
Employer
M/F/H. Send resume to:
Citation/ Camden Casting
Division c/o Sam Allen,
Human Resources Mgr.

WHITE
Westinghouse
refrigerator freezer for sale
for $10000 Please call &
ask for Denise at 759-2187
if interested

Domestic & Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
HOME & office cleaning.
753-3802
_ _
HOUSEKEEPER Needed
for general house cleaning.
$10
per hour. Send
responses to P.O. Box
1040-W Murray, KY.

•
Recipe For It Beautiful Rome....
If \III iii 1\1

Fine Furnishings at "Euerydny" Discount
•Norsivalk •Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball'universal -Broyhill
•Pulaski -Restonic Basset Kesler
"Co., _Y., ii1„1 7/.•

100
Business
Opportunity

103 S.
3rd St.

DUPLEX On Northwood
Ceramic Tile baths &
kitchens
Appliances
included 753-0443
MASTER Tire Service is for
ANTIQUE 6ft mirrored
sale Call 753-7342 or 759Armoire & Bassett 4
1777. Serious inquiries
poster bed & matching
only.
chest & night stand Call
753-0443
Computers
200
Sports Equipment
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software 20" GT Rebound Mountain
Bike- bought new last
Upgrades &
October at Spoke and
Free Estimates.
Pedal. Tires still look new
Internet Service.
Has raised stem with grab
South On Route 121.
bars, heavy duty pedals,
436-5933.
front suspension, and a
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m
Gel Seat. Call 832-6405
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted days or 759-2473 nights.
MDM COMPUTERS
All your computing needs
A+ Certified Technician
avs.
1F•
;
-- BREAKERS
Micheal McDougal
It brio Vac A=
@759.3556

On-site Commercial &

Residential

Computer Consulting

Murray Auto Dealer seeks a top.notch
professional to sell lots of vehicles and
make lots of money if you can offer...

John R. Laffoon
(270) 759-0431

Integrity • Sinceritv • Good Work
Habits • Previous Auto Experience

•Extensive Product Training
• Ternfic Product
Call (270) 753-6448 for an initial
interview appointment - ask for
Bob Stilwell, General Sale Manager.

Cain's°
CHRYSLER PLYARJUTP4 DODGE 'FED ppm prep
1400 N 12TH
MURRAY KY 60

••
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Put a smile on my face
You can be one of
the dedicated individuals who provide
a stable home environment to children
who are unable to
live with their natural
parents or other family members. Foster
parents play a vital
role in the battle
against child abuse
and neglect.
If you've considered becoming a foster
parent, give us a call. Foster parents are
eligible to receive tax-free compensation
and we offer 24-hour support.

Want to Buy
CASH paid for good. used
rifles, shotguns. and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all Call 753-3633

150
Articles
For Sale
3X5X8 Wooden Utility
Trailer. Reinforced Floor
759-2331.
4X8 Single axle utility trailer with shelved & bins for
tools & equipment $400
obo 753-7964
ASHLEY Fireplace insert
with blower Excellent condition $200 Boys 26" Ten
speed Mountain Bike New,
$75 753-4919
MAGIC Chef Cooking
Stove, sectional couch
computer system & two
storm doors Call
489-2032 after 3pm

omelioges

1415 St In 45 N, Mayfield, KY 42066
Julie Donn') • 270-251-2661

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Squ.ire
7St-171li

Free
Financing

2BR 2 bath S225/mo
S200
deposit
Near
Cypress Springs Resort
436-2096
2BR , suitable for 1 or 2
people 5 miles Northeast
of Wal-Mart $225/mo +
deposit 753-6012
3BR. 11/2 bath. $275
month. 753-6012
HAZEL. 2Br W/D
492-8526
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Musical
MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
Picks etc Hours
10am- 6pm Mon- Fri
12pm- 4pm Sat
PIANO FOR SALE
Take on low monthly payment Beautiful console
piano No Money down
1-800-371-1220
SPINET-CONSOLE piano
for sale Take on small payments See locally.
1-800-343-6494
"THE Music Crib"
668 Greenplain Rd.
Guitars, amps. etc.,
Hours.
M-F 12-9
Sat 9-5
Sun. 12-4
Come see our
new arrivals'

12X52 2br, 1 bath Ready
to move into 753-9866

I.

ON Nice Private lot. 7 ?
miles East of Murray
Lindsey Beane residence
436-2582.
COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows. located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities, offeJ
City Police and Fire
Protection. Lots with _City
Water, sewer and trash
pick up furnished. $95
753-3855
PRIME building site avail
able for 2-3 yrs. Coleman
RE 759-4118
Business Rentals
SHOP For Rent at 717
South 4th Lots of parking
many uses Call 753-766P

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza

220

Large Selection

Specillazed Alternative Family Environments

12X65 2br, 2 bath. Good
shape. $3500. 436-5064

Crass)

ii

Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
Upgrades • Training • Networking
• Programming

We offer...Bi-weekly Pay•Bonuses

le Homes For Sate

1993, 14x80 Mobile home
With 3.9 acres near lake.
minutes from
Murray
$36,000. 435-5032
4 lots 120ft/200f1. 1997
16x70
mobile
home.
garage. & other out buildBASIC Leather blue reclin
er a nice chair with pretty ings. Coleman RE 759clean upholstery $50. 4118. Also 12x65 rent to
Hard rock maple lamp ta- own.
ble. Nice table $20.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
759-1048.
Mover. 18yrs experience.
BLUE floral couch for sale
Licensed and insured in
Call between 8-5. 759Kentucky and Illinois. 4373400.
3939.
CHEST Of Drawers $25.
Super single waterbed
$50 Leather couch $175
Computer desk & cart
$25 489-6099
14X60 In The Country
COUCH,
Matching
270-474-8027
Loveseat
recliner
&
Excellent condition 759- 1BR . all electric, in Murray
0579
MO rent. $190 depose
753-7953

AUTOMOBILE
SALES CAREER

Patient representative with a strong emphasis
on collection activities.
Nurse to schedule surgery tests, labs, make
precert calls and other administrative activities.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

NOTICE

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R.N.
Nurse Recruiter
(270)762-1319

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m

060
Help Wanted

I.

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday.
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

Apartments For Rent

1BR Apt Available end of
January Walk to MSU
753-2084
1BR like new, dishwasher
w/d,
available
now
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR duplex apt Very
clean,
nice
area
Appliances furnished Call
753-8588
2 bedroom. 1 bath, gas
heat $275/mo 753-3415
or 753-7123 weekends
2 bedroom 1 bath duplex
Washer/dryer, microwave
dishwasher, refrigerator
stove
$425/mo
$425
deposit Call 753-0569
after 5.30
2BR Apt near MSU. C/gas
H/A Refrigerator, dishwasher & stove furnished
$400/
month,
$400
deposit 436-2165

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Frt. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

320
ApedMonts For Rent
2BR central gas heat
central air, near MSU
$300 No pets Ask about
move-in free weekend
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR , central H/A appliances, deck, lawn mainlance Ask about move-in
free weekend Coleman
RE 759-4118
Duplex
C/H/A
38R
kitchen appliances furnished 753-7947

For Rent
DUPLEX, 2br C/H, appli
ances & w/d $500/ month
1st month discount
753-0443
DUPLEX, Nice quiet location. 2br, fully applianced.
C/HJA $420/ month plus
deposit Jonathan,
753-2571, daytime only
330
Rooms For Rent

BEDROOM in pleasan
3BR. 2 bath, C/H/A $600' home Share large living
month 206 South 12th
room, kitchen, & bath, w/d,
753-3415 & 753-7123
cable tv Walk to Hospital
3BR, 2 bath All
or down town industry
appliances 753-7903
$180 plus deposit of $125
Utilities included
or 753-7813
7534BR, 2 bath on Diuguid 9211
Available now
RE 759-4118

Coleman

APT- 2br
townhouse
Duiguid Dr $325 Also 1 br
$250 Coleman RE 7594118
AVAILABLE January 1st
2br apts. Equal Housing
Opportunity. Call 7531970 Forrestview Apts.
Office hours: 10-2 M-F.
1 bedroom apt. Stove, refr ,
D/VV, W/D and ceiling fans.
Clean_ 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
2BR Apt near campus, no
pets 753-5980 753-1203
after 5p m
2BR APT Partially furnished W'D available No
pets 767-9037

340
Houses For Rent
2BR House 801 Vine St
Washer, dryer, stove
refrigerator $375/ month
plus deposit No pets
759-4771
2BR. House for rent or
sale 500 South 7th St
753-5261
3BR, 2 bath brick Near
University Partially furnished, if needed 206
Woodlawn Available now
759-9246
38R, 2 baths_ C/H/A_ 903
Southwood
Drive.
Available Dec. 23. 7591610.
3BR.. 2 bath house North
county. $400rmo 7533293 after 6PM
6 room bath , walk-in closet, natural gas, stove,
refrigerator, storage building. Deposit needed 7536674

2BR duplex, central h/a,
NEW 2br. 2 bath townappTi-ances
furnished
Available now Coleman house. Cambridge 3. All
appliances furnished. $475
RE 759-4118
plus deposit Call
2BR Duplex. 1308
270-345-2777
Diuguid. Call 753-1492
NICE 3br, 1 bath. C/H/A
2BR. Upstairs apt. Located with gas log fireplace.
at 5353 121S. 5285/ month Appliances, w/d hook up.
plus deposit.
Outside storage. $430
489-2296.
plus deposit. References,
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal no pets. 753-1059.
Realty 753-4444
STATE Line Road. 3br, 1
2BR brick. MD hookup,
patio No pets. $335/mo.
Call 753-6931.

bath No pets Deposit &
references required. Call
753-8943

2BR. near MSU. $325.
Water furnished. Coleman
RE. 759-4118_

VERY Attractive
3br, 1 bath home. Located
on large farm. Home has
w/d hook ups. garage &
storage space Available
now. No pets Deposit
required. Call after 5pm
for more information at
753-7463.

2BR small duplex Gas
heat
W/D
Lease &
deposit No pets $275/mo
489-2741
2BR., 1 bath. Appliances
furnished. WD hookup.
Water furnished. 5350.00
plus deposit. 753-9620 or
753-7453.
DUPLEX
1909-B
2Br
Westwood Dr. $350 7538002
LOOKING for an affordable
apartment? Well then visit
us Hilldale Apts. We have
spacious 1.2 & 3 bedroom
apartments
available
Handicap
accessible
Equal housing opportunity
For more information call
437-4113 M-F 7.30Am3.30PM TDD4 1-800-5451833 Ext. 287
NEAR University
Extra large 2br apt
5350/ Month.
$200 Deposit.
753-4560
M-F- 9am- 5pm
NEWLY Decorated 1 br
Low utilities References &
deposit required No pets.
$225 month 753-3949
NICE 1 & 2br. heat, water,
sewer and garbage pickup
paid Near hospital and
MSU No pets Call 7538756
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished. near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 befcre 5pm.
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE lbr apt Water,
sewer & garbage pick up
paid Adjoining MSU Call
753-8756
RED OAKS APTS.

360
Storage Rentals

380
Pets I Supplies

SHIH-

Tzu

119 Main • 753-6266
40'X40 metal building,
gas heat Located at
406 Sunbury Circle
Call 489-2020
or
489-2525
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.
MURRAY LOCK
8 STORE
Presently has units
available. 753-2905.
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units

Available

753-3853

ER

Sale Or Lease

3BR house 2 bath, 6ft
ence, separate garage
753-0696
NEW 3br. 2 bath house
with 2 car garage For
lease or purchase Cal.
753-4444- Day 759-1664
Evenings
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC Shih- Tzu Puppies
$225 270-382-2120

SOLD
STANDARD
Poodle
Puppies AKC Registered
Available late Jan Red
black, fully guaranteed
Hand raised with children
Fantastic personality
436-6062
390
Livestock & Supplies
12YR. Old mare & colt
Registered walking horses
Good racking & trail riding
Call 753-0443.

3BR,

2
bath
Brick 1995 TAURUS Like new
Maintenance Free 753- 82,xxx
miles
Well
-8245
equipped $5750 7532479
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick Double lot, 1996 FORD Taurus GL
53,xxx miles Perfect contown's edge
Easy financing
dition in & out Must sell do
753-4109/ 759-8093
to divorce $8.000 Call
FOR sale by owner 505 N 901-641-0852 after 5pm
1998 CHEVY Monte Carlo
5th 759-8844
NEW house w/ 2200 sqft 5 Z34. Black with leather
minutes north of Murray, on interior. Tilt, cruise, CD.
30,xxx
1.4 acres $117,000. Call power sunroof
after 5PM 753-7930 or miles. Excellent condition
$15,000 270-492-8514
753-4499

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407

KANSAS Alfalfa 83 Ito
average small square
$6.75 each Call 489-2945
400

Lowest l'rite I,ilo,t

B&B Brokers
701 South 12th St.
753-4389
New & Used 100 lbs.
cylinder for sale

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839

Miss
Your
Paper?

•

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

s49.95

Call
753-1916

Customers!!

OR

Beet Prices On Pagers & Cell Phones
Come see us at our new location

Free Sell Install kits

408 N. 12th St.
!Next

to Pizza Huhi

amb Brothers
Tree Service
LICENSED I INSURED

Free Estimates Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
24 Hr Service
Hedge Trunmsng Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Removal
1'0111 1.(IIIih

440
Lots For Sate
CORNER lot, West Grove
Dr and 94W. Water, gas,
and electric utilities. Priced
to sell. 270-767-0895
LOTS For sale. Close to
Southwest Elem. Call
489-2036_
MURRAY Estates. Lots for
sale, city limits. Private
country style living. Watch
for our entrance on 94W.
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040
450
Farms For Sale
31 acres will divide into 10
acre tracts, lust off Cotes
Campground Road on
Springs Rd 753-9502

Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

(270)
759-1591

CALL JIMMY RICKMAN
559-9970 Days • 753-5344 Nights

1992 OLDS AcHiEvA S.
AUTO, P/L, TILT, CRUISE.
1995 Honda 300 Fou
wheeler 2 wheel drive
Very good condition, also
1996
300EX,
works,
shocks, four stroke tech
motor, many more extras
$2600 each 753-8848
before 9 OOPM

rt Utility Vehicles

$2,500. 0130. 767-0912
AFTER 5:30PM.
1993 Beretta 3 1 engine
Clean, 2dr , good tires
Well kept $2,650 4892921
93 Concorde. Excellent
condition. $6300. Call 7531052 or 210-4095.
'94 Topaz. 4du hunter
green. 52,xxx, loaded. 1
owner, lady driver. $5000
OBO. 759-5400.
97 GMC Jimmy. LS. V-8.
auto, 4dr.. 4wd. moon-roof.
all power. Black w; gray
interior, 49.000 miles
Excellent. S17,900. 270924-9075

PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
ROOF LEAKING?
Call
a
professional
Residential, Commercial or
Industrial 270-435-4645
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free
estimates Day or night,
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed .
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

1996 FORD Explorer. 4dr
4wd, XLT. Trim with sport/
luxury package. Black with
gray interior, excellent condition with only 47,xxx
miles Has new Michelin
tires & extended bumper to
bumper warranty. $19,950.
Phone 753-7443 or 7539694.
Vans
1997 FORD Explorer. 4dr,
4 wheel drive XLT. New
tires.
68.xxX
miles 1997 FORD XLT. 15 pasDual air
$17,000_ Days- 753-3696. senger van
Excellent condition. Great
After 6p.m. 435-4313
Church van. $15,950.
753-7668- days 753-4919
490
nights.
Used Cars
94 Plymouth Voyager

10 ACRES. Beautiful build
mg sites, woods, pasture,
creek. $17,950. Terms,
753-9302.
126 ACRES
woods.
creek $17,950 Terms
753-4984
BEAUTIFUL Building . sites
available. Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up.
Restricted. 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town. Call for private showing today. 7532905.
1978 FORD Thunderbird
Town Landau Beige/ blue
460
400 cu in V-8 Original
Homes For Sate
owner. 150,xxx miles
1750 sqft .3 bed, 1 bath, Ig $1.495 Robert, 753-9473
kit, liv/din w/ fireplace, new
1984 BUICK Riviera
gas CH/A. 2 1/2 garage. 12
753-8106
miles from Fulton. Hwy 94, 1987 MERCURY Grand
$65,000. relocating. call • Marquis Second owner.
419-343-0656
82.xxx
miles
$1200
1995 3br, 2 bath North Excellent condition
West area Central gas
753-9530
heat- appliances & wid 1987 PONTIAC Grand Am
included Low $80's Call Loaded' Sun roof, rebuilt
753-0443
engine, runs great. good
2BR 1 bath Gas heat tires $1650
near campus $47,000
489-6099
898-8564 after 7p m
1989 Sunbird convertible
Good condition $2800
OBO 436-5121 after 3PM
115xxx miles

CONDO

/ second \
car
FOR SALE
-SPORTY LOOK*SUNROOF*
* AUTOMATIC*
CALL

\759-9215/

1505 Diuguid Dri‘e • Murray. KY 42071

Office Building in excellent location in city. Office area
newly renovated and has appx. 4000 sq. ft.
Office building has six private offices. bathrooms, recep
lion area, conference rooms,open work areas, filc and mail
rooms, kitchen, storage areas and many amenities. Nev.
heat and air units Excellent condition.

Can sub-divide inta t_w_a scparats tau arum if nredttl.
This is a great building with much to offer in a desirable
location
Call for an ap inimeni 270-753-1890

Excellent
condition
125,xxx. S5000 435-4263
500

Used Trucks
1987 CHEVY. SWB with
.aluminum wheels & white
letter tires. 74.xxx miles
$3250. obo.
1989 Nissan 4-wheel drive
$2750. obo.
759-0801 or 753-7266
after 5pm.
1990 BLACK SS 454
100,xxx plus miles Good
shape Needs motor attention $5800 753-9502
559-5062
1998 Chevy S-10 LS
25, x xx miles. 511.500
OBO.
Please
call
(270)767-0556
after
6:00PM.
1992 SILVERADO. 4
wheel dove. 3/4 ton 6.5
turbo diesel Auto, loaded.
$8500_ obo 489-2728.
1997 GMC Z-71 Ext cab
20,xxx miles $21,900
270-382-2921

'
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CALL TOLL FREE

PHONE 877-We-say-OK
7 Minute Approval
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Free Column
FREE puppies All males
753-4511
FREE: AKC Adult Chow.
759-1668_
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NEED A CAR?
Get a car you want and credit
you deserve by calling the

habit. Yo

you addri

753-5827

Carpet Installation Inc.
New, quality built, brick, best appliances, natural gas, in
new restricted North Villa. Ground floor has 2 BR, 1-1/2
baths, 800 ft. upstairs, ready to finish with sheetrock
already on walls, heat, air & plumbing ready to go. All for
$112,000.00. Start the new year here for the rest of your
life.

a physic;

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

Dish Network

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

(Heated)
3964 641 S.
approx. 3 miles S.
of Murray
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m. - ?
Furniture, upright
freezer, plus lots
more.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

FREE to PRIMESTAR

DirccTV
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HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Yes we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors. cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
1-800-636-5262.

753-0530

18" Satellite
Systems

1:1), Pelt

GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters gutter supplies gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters
753-0278

DIRECTV

BASEMENT
SALE

For Sale
3 hr. 2 bath,
C/H/A. All appliances, laundry,
pantry. 9 ft. ceiling. Newly decorated. First floor.
front, no steps.
Garage,
very
nice. $110,000.
Call 759-5250
after 10 a.m.

530

530

L.P. Gas Refills

Yard Sale

M 1 U. \Sr
Offict.. Ittiiirlini4 ill NItirra

One and Two Bedroom Apartmcnt
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Quality
Workmanship
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, gutter cleaning.
etc 436-2867

HOUSE FOR SALE
Look Before You Leap

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
502-753-8556
11)1) 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

630
Services Offered

Used Cars

9 Weeks

Acreage

STORAGE

490

460

CHRISTMAS Puppies',
AKC Boston Bull Terriers
270-354-8534
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
MINIATURE Male Toy
Pomeranian 1 year old,
indoor/ house broken
$125 00 759-3071
SHELTIE Puppies. AKC
(Toy Collies). Sable &
white. 270-354-8211

EASTSIDE

Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668,
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
VERY Roomy 2br. 2 bath
with garage. Appliances
furnished with washer/
dryer Central gas H/A. 1
month
year lease. 1
deposit. No pets. 7532905

FRIDAY JANUARY 7 2000

877-937-2965

CUSTOM bulldozing
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DM)ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
siding. homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parkinglots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured,
Completely
Mobile. Phone 502-7594734.

A

11113M

GO AHEA
TRV IT 0

ELECTRICAL
New construction.
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured.
753-0834

LAST CENT()
FRANTIC
MESSAGE

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley.
•

759-1519.

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including

-•
Mdbr •
coma;

cp.*

ithrzam,
43

Check Out The Classifieds In The

LEDGER &TIMES
1001 Whitnell • 753-1916

Shopper for only S205.
Call 753-1 916 For Details
ALL
carpentry,
All
Electrical. Home building,
additions,
remodeling,
porches, decks Rotten
floors, sagging
roofs
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References
Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo, Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353
Accept Visa or Mastercard.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling* Repairs*
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113
530
CARPORTS for cars and
Services Offered
trucks. Special Sizes for
motor home, boats. +=Ws
A-1 Tree Service
and etc. Excellent protecANTIQUE refinishing, fur- tion,
Stump removal& tree
high quality, excellent
niture repair & custom
spraying
valUe Roy Hill 436-2113.
woodArking
753-8056
492-8737 or 437-3044
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Free estimates
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
10% SR Discount Tracy
Manning 435-4006.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
20Yrs experience
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
753-5592
& accessories in stock. Also post
CONTRACTING
frame building material.
Roofing, vinyl siding, additions, decks, kitchen
Call Metal Mall,
remodeling, restoration
Mayfield
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work 25 Years experience Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592

Metal Roofing

1-800-909-9064

119 E. Main
Murray. KY

753-6266
GARF

T & B BUILDERS
T
All Types of Construction

New Homes and Additions
Metal Roofs, Pole Barns &
Handyman Services

489-2400
Mrs. Ann
Reader & Advisor

:
j

A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
give advice on Business Marnage, and Love Affairs
•Bring Your Problems to Me-I will Help Health Matters, Depression
'Solve Mem No Matter What Your Problem May Be

•

Don't Compare Me With Imitators

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
BringAd In For Discount
For Appointment Phone
208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

(270) 767-05011
111

es--

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR ABBY

that he is receiving comfort measures. In fact, I guess he feels pretty
good.
However, he won't listen to the doctors. He talks about getting better and
returning to work. I see him almost
every day and wonder if there is anything I can do to help him.
DEAR READER: I believe that you
are doing all you can, by visiting your
friend regularly and just being available to him. If what you say is true, he
is in the last stages of a serious malignancy. Within the next few weeks, he
will probably become weaker, lose his
appetite and experience increasing
difficulty breathing. Perhaps he will
even develop pneumonia, a disease
that a respected surgeon in my community once labeled "a friend of the
aged," because such a lung infection
is a relatively painless way to die. If
so, I hope that your friend's physician
has the good sense not to treat the
pneumonia.
At this point, your friend cannot
accept his imminent death. He is in
denial. This psychological defense
mechanism is normal and, over time,
will undoubtedly change to an attitude
of acceptance. It is not your job to
interfere with the natural sequence of
events. Continue to be supportive and
available. Don't make any false
promises about the future. Your
friendship and your regular presence
are far more valuable to him than any
drugs. There is time enough for the
medicine to take center stage.

DEAR DR. GOTT: What can I do to
make my nicotine gum more effective? I want to stop smoking but I find
that the gum isn't doing the job.
DEAR READER: Nicotine replacement is a successful antidote to smoking in up to 30 percent of smoking-clinic patients; it's only about 10 percent
effective in patients who are not given
simultaneous counseling or who are
not part of a support group. Experts
recommend the following: chew the
gum more slowly, avoid drinking beverages while chewing, chew a minimum of eight pieces a day and obtain
counseling -- either from a health professional or from a support group. If
these suggestions fail to help you, consider switching to the nicotine patches,
which are more potent than the gum.
Remember that smoking involves both
a physical addiction to nicotine and a
habit. You won't successfully quit until
you address both factors.
As a further suggestion. try massage. According to a recent issue of
Preventive Medicine, nicotine craving
can be reduced if people regularly
massage their hands and ears. The
technique is simple and involves circular motions and pressure applied to
the ear lobes, each finger and the
pulse point between the second and
fifth fingers.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My close friend
has no family, lives alone and is dying
of lung cancer. The visiting nurse

Where are you going to
Volkswagente
next
your

11

buy

kswagen

les
W.

Sales &
Service
Drivers wanted."'

1111 Ft. Campbell Blvd.. Clarksville, TN
1-888-433-8088 • M-F 8-8 • Sat 9-6

DEAR ABBY: Several years ago,
you graciously told your readers
about the Souper Bowl of Caring.
Your column was a catalyst provid-•
ing a great boost for this simple, but
significant, effort of caring and
unity.
The Souper Bowl of Caring is a
grassroots movement that encourages churches and synagogues to
invite parishoners to give $1 each
as they leave worship the morning
or weekend) of the big game, Jan.
30. Youth stationed at sanctuary
exits collect the dollar donations in
large soup kettles, then send the
proceeds directly to a local soup
kitchen, food bank or other charity
chosen by that congregation. That's
it!
Abby, we believe this idea is a
gift from God. It was born of prayer
and first kicked off by the youth of a
single South Carolina church in
1990. Last year, more than 11,300
congregations together generated
$2.5 million for worthy charities in
communities across the country.
The effort has raised an aggregate
of$7 million for hungry and hurting
people since it became national in
1993.
Organizers don't touch the
money, nor do we tell participants
where to send the funds. We ask
only that someone from each participating group report the amount
collected via www.souperbowl.org or
by calling (800) 358-SOUP (7687)
on Super Bowl Sunday, so that the
grand total can be determined and
announced to the media.
Our dream is to see 20,000
churches, synagogues and the like
encourage members to join together
in loving God and neighbor by giving $1 each as they leayk services
(or school) on Super Bwr Sunday,
Jan. 30, 2000.
THE REV, BRAD SMITH,
COLUMBIA,S.C.
DEAR BRAD SMITH: I love
the concept — considering that
the amount of each donation is
such a small fraction of the
amount of money that is going
to be changing hands that day. I
hope all my readers will encourage their congregations,
schools, offices or businesses to
participate. By giving $1, everyone will be a winner during
Super Bowl 2000.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDTE

CATHY
LAST CENTURV'S
FRANTIC,
/VIESSACTE co

LOOKING BACK

says

LAST CENTURY'S
URGENT
"TO 00"

50
WHAT"!

LAST CENTuRN's
HYSTERICAL
EMERGENCIES.

HO
HUM!

LAST CENTURY'S
THREE- WEEK.OLD STALE
CHRISTMAS
COOKIES

WAIT!
WE
MIGHT
NEED
THOSE!

AS USUAL, WE HAVE
PERSPECTIVE ON EVER4 THING BUT THE FOOD.

DEAR ABBY: While going
through the papers of a recently
deceased friend, Jim Heistercamp, a
well-known San Francisco personality, I came across a number of
barely legible newsletters dating
back to 1934, from St. Joseph
School in Menomonie, Wis.
On the first page of the January
newsletter was printed the enclosed
poem, whose message as we
approach the new millennium could
not be more timely. I hope you'll
share it with your readers.
FRANK LEVIN,SAN FRANCISCO

Ten years ago
of the extreme cold weather. All
Published is a picture of concity and county schools are closed
struction workers working with
today. University School is in session but buses did not run.
sections for one of two geodesic
domes to go on the Martha Layne
Nancy Key Williams and DonCollins Industry and Technology
ald Wade Lovett were married
building at Murray State UniverNov. 26 at Salem Baptist Church.
sity.
Births reported include a boy to
Wayne (Butch) and Linda ThompRecent births reported include a
son. Jan. 3; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
girl to Shirley and Mark Lawson
and a girl to Kimberly and Larry
Charles Klaver, Jan. 4; a boy to Mr.
French, Jan. 2; a girl to Lisa and
and Mrs. David R. Walden, Jan. 5.
John Morris, Jan. 3; a girl to
Forty years ago
Melissa and Brian Ward, a girl to
A/3c Dell Hopkins, daughter of
DEAR FRANK:The poem you
Mr. and Mrs. F.L. Hopkins, is staJulie and Mark Dial, a girl to Maria
discovered is a gem, and cer- and Bill Vincent and a girl to Mar- tioned at
Andrews Air Force Base,
tainly deserving of space in this gie and Danny Pritchett,
Jan. 4.
Washington, D.C.
column. How generous of you to
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Goodman will
R.L. Seaford of Murray died
share it. Read on:
he married 50 years Jan. 14.
Jan. 5 from injuries sustained in an
Twenty years ago
automobile accident near Glasgow.
RECIPE FOR A
Kyle Duncan Bennett. 15, died
The home and contents of Mr
HAPPY NEW YEAR
Jan. 6 at Jackson-Madison County
Mrs. Jip Cherry and two sons,
and
To leave the old with a burst of
General Hospital, Jackson. Tenn., Roy and Joe. were destroyed by
song
fire on Jan. 6 while the family was
To recall the right and forgive from injuries sustained in a twocar coil on U.S. Highway 641
the wrong,
in the tobacco barn stripping toTo forget the thing that binds North, Murray, on Dec. 31. He is
bacco.
you fast
the son of Hughes and Hilda BenFifty years ago
To the vain regrets of the year` nett,
One of . the worst ice storms in
that's past;
Don Newberry, Richard Henninmany years continued to cause
To have the strength to let go
ger, Roy Harmon. Eunice Henry. trouble here today. The streets are
your hold
Of the not worthwhile of the Larry McClain, Charles Jackson, glazed with ice and the highways
George Rehmus. Bill Zambella,
days grown old,
throughout the county were still
To dare to go forth with a pur- Dennis Sorrels, Howard McNeely. considered in a dangerous condipose true,
Pete Farley and Jimmy Bucy are
tion. Power and telephone,lines are
To the unknown task of the year new officers of Murray Lodge No.
being -repaired.
—still
that's new;
-1-05-Free'arcIi sKec-ie-p
—tia-Masons. Dr. John C. Quertermous will
To help your brother along the
Thirty years ago
open his offices on the east side of
road
A record low of minus five deTo do his work and lift his load;
the courtsquare in downtown MurTo add your gift to the world'sL grees was recorded in Murray early
ray for _tlic., pLat,.:tise, of intern 41
this morning by John Ed-Stmt.-to=
good cheer,
medicine..
Is to have and to give a Happy cal weather observer. The snowfall
Births reported include a boy to
on Jan. 6 was recorded at three
New Year.
and Mrs. Billy Blagg. Jan. 2.
Mr.
inches and has not melted because
***

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

Bidding Quiz
You are South, and the bidding
has gone:
South
West
North
East
1+
Pass
Pass
/V
2•
Pass
Pass

closed support for partner's firstbid suit.
The three-club bid, following on
the heels of your spade and diamond bids, pinpoints your heart
9
shortness and completes the picWhat would you bid now with ture of your hand. The rest is up to
each of the following four hands? partner.
1.• AQJ82 119 Q5• AK73 4 109
3. Three spades. This time you
2.4 AQ764 V 10• AJ92 4 Q84
have still another type of hand.
3.4 KQJ985 V K95• AQ16 — You can't bid notrump with your 64. 4 AK973 V 14• AQJ85
6
4-3-0 distribution, and you can't
* * *
support hearts with only three of
them, since North appears to have
1. Three notrump. A good bid- only four hearts (he bid the suit
der knows how to send and receive secondarily).
messages accurately. That is the
However, your spades are alkey to an effective partnership.
most self-sufficient as trumps, since
Thus, it would be wrong in this they are playable oppostte a singlecase to bid only two notrump. That ton and, if need be, even opposite a
is what you would do if you had the' void.
same distribution but only 13 or 14
The jumrto three
spades is jus.
points. Since you have 16 points, tified by the 16 high-card points. If
and your extra values have not yet you were to bid only two spades,
been portrayed, you can best de- partner might think you had only
scribe your hand by jumping to 13 or 14 points.
three notrump. It would be equally
4. Three diamonds. By bidding
wrong to bid two spades at this diamonds a second time, you idenpoint. This would clearly under- tify the suit as at least five cards in
state your high-card values and at length and at the same time affirm
the same time suggest a six-card at least five-card spade length. This
spade suit.
is because you would have opened
2. Three clubs. Here you have one diamond with four spades and
a different type of hand, so you five diamonds. After your threesend a different type of message. diamond rebid, partner should be
You shouldn't bid two notrump in an ideal position to select the
with a singleton and as yet undis- best final contract.
Tomorrow: Extrasensory perception.
02000 King Features Syndicate Inc.
•

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
TINGlb GET DEANNA'S
RING OUT OF
11-1E SINK /

ALL YOU HAVE To Do IS GET
A WRENCH AND uNDo 'THE
•P" TRAP!

BUT GRANDPA- I CAN
SEE IT! IT'S RIGHT
THERE/ I'VE ALMOST
HOOKED IT A COUPLE
OF TYPES(

r
i

i.

FAR BE IT FROM ME To
TEL4. A MAN WITH A
Rot)THERE'S A BETTER
WAy To

FISH!!
'N-Th!t 2

4‘'
_

GARFIELD
SHE SAYS IT'S)
(
TOO EXPEN5IVE

SHE SAYS EVERY TIME I
CALL SHE RIPS THE PHONE
OUT OF THE WALL

1 English
essayist
5 July
birthstone
9 — mask
12 Jai —
13 Flower
14 Perform
15 Liquid part
of blood
17 Neon symbol
18 Genetic
material
19 — as a
button
21 Replace
23 Precise
27 Therefore
28 Using
graceful
movements
29 Ms. Gardner
31 — King Cole
34 Potatoes —

40 Court matter
42 "Cannery —"
44 Place for
outdoor
lounging
46 Between Vt.
and Me
48 — blinds
50 Assert
53 Dress border
54 Olympic org
55 Switch
position
57 Garland
61 Wooden
vessel
62 Father (Fr)
64 "I cannot tell
— —"
65 Western
hemisphere
assn
66 Always
67 Frilly item

DOWN

gratin
1 Sitting place
for kids
2 Entire
3 Animal

35 Decimal
base
37 G.I.'s add
39 H.S. grad.
I

3

4

12

III.
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17
19
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PEANUTS

Answer to

1111

111BR0 ammo gm
1110B9 REM ORO
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man mom
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WOMB HMO QUM
012 000 MEW IOU
ORM DE O B0000
1:10 MMOMOMOO
MEM 000M
MWO OH MOM100
gm LjRS El
Elm
PAS DICE

Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
6 mo.
$37.50
1 yr.
$75.00
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1-7-00 C 2000 United Feature Syndicate
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4 Affectionate
term to some
5 Lasso
6 Abraham's
birthplace
7 Container
8 River in
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By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Jan. 7, the seventh day of 2000. There are 359
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One year ago, on Jan. 7, 1999,
for the second time in history, an
impeached---American-- president-went on trial before the Senate. Bill
Clinton was ultimately acquitted of
charges of perjury and obstruction
ofjustice.
On this date:
In 1610, the astronomer Galileo
Galilei sighted four of Jupiter's
moons.
In 1800. Millard Fillmore, the
13th U.S. president, was born in
Summerhill, N.Y.
In 1894, one of the earliest motion picture experiments took place
at the Thomas Edison studio in
West Orange, N.J., as comedian
Fred Ott was filmed sneezing. •
In 1927, commercial transatlantic telephone service was inaugurated between New York and London.
In 1942. the World War II siege
of Bataan began.
In 1953, President Truman announced in his State of the Union
address that the United States had
developed a hydrogen bomb.
In 1959, the United States recognized Fidel Castro's new government in Cuba.
In 1972, Lewis F. Powell Jr. and
William H. Rehnquist were sworn
in as justices of the U.S. Supreme
Court, the 99th and 100th in history.

Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
$57.00
6 mo.
$69.50
1 yr.
$98.00

Belgium
9 Greer —
10 Skin ailment
11 ER call
16 Word in
Angela
Lansbury
senes
20 Greek letter
22 Plural ending
23 At a distance
24 Game name
25 Copper
symbol
26 Ms. Gabor
30 Seem
32 A continent
33 Disney film
36 Thanksgiving
mo.
38 Breakfast
item
41 Light meals
43 9A7 Craven
45 Agave plant
47 Hello
49 More recent
50 Hi or bye
51 Tree snake
52 Be spiritless
56 Reno's St
58 — — care
59 Muscle
spasm
60'— Haw'
63 Concerning

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
I.

a

•
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HOROSCOPES
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** Plans change. and you could choose
to be upset. Take it easy instead. Use
your spare time to recycle and handle
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. Jan some basics
at home. You might have
8. 2000
been putting off errands because of the
Make the most of opportunities that holidays.
Now is the time to get them
could impact your finances this year done. You'll have a
better time close to
However, taking nsks is an absolute home than
you expected Tonight: No
no-no A child could be contrary, at need LO stray far.
times. Stay even-tempered. Avoid being LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.
22)
overly demanding. Creativity could run **** A partner
or associate comes
dry. When this occurs, rely on your imag- down on you. Let
go of this problem.
ination. Though you can be hypersensi- You know full well
that you cannot
tive, you also have an . unusual well of change this person.
Focus on what works
ingenuity If you are single, romance in your life, not
what doesn't.piscuss
might be difficult in its beginning stages. problems with an
eye to unusual and
Use discretion with someone who is dynamic resolutions.
A loved one
emotionally unavailable. It attached, be demonstrates his canng.
Tonight: A fireopen Express your vulnerabilities Take side chat.
time to get reacquainted and recharge SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.
21)
your relationship. AQUARIUS presents *** Examine what is important
in
interesting money options.
your domestic life. Don't jump to conclusions. Understand what makes a partThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll ner difficult. Your overtures may
not
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive. help. Try discussing something personal3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ly meaningful to another. He will naturally open up. Others express canng very
ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
differently than you do. Understand that.
**** Fatigue pressures decisions Tonight: Invite friends
over.
concerning money and fnendship. Pull SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
22-Dec. 21)
back some. Reevaluate your options. **** Slow down
if you want to.
Reach out for others at a distance. You Remember, this is
your day off. Your natcan cover a lot of ground on the phone. ural people skills draw,others
to you.
New beginnitrgs are possible, if you Encourage others to be candid.
Charisma
approach choices from a different direc- draws others to you. You clearly
have a
tion. Tonight: Get together with friends. lot of friends. Help others by
being open
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
to who they are. Visit and catch up with
*** Accept the limelight. Someone news. Tonight: Hang out.
you put on a pedestal inspires you. The CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
only person who can stop you is you. *** You are pressed way
beyond your
Quell inner dialogue_ Do what makes
limits. Finances could he a hot topic of
you happy A partner urges you on. and
discussion. Refuse to take a risk. Before
really has your best' interest§ at heart.
you spout off, evaluate your feelings
Listen, and don't try to play devil's advocarefully. You could change your opincate. Tonight: Out and about.
ions when you detach. You are very senGEMINI(May 2I-June 201
sitive presently and could overreact.
**** Your judgment could prevent
Tonight: Treat yourself well.
you from totally enjoy:11g
.) _yourself.
AQUARIUS-flan-. 20-F,b. IS)
Detach and take an overview. You might
**** Your personality helps ease a
not appreciate another's feedback, but he
difficult situation that feels uncomforthas good intentions. Take off, go to the
able. Be sure of yourself when dealing
movies and let go of routine. If single.
with others. Give friends the benefit of
you'll relish being a social butterfly.
the doubt. Another comes through for
Tonight: Different cuisine or company.
you in a big way. Pace yourself. Be realCANCER (June 2I-July 22)
***** Let others make the call. You istic about your expectations. Join
fnends. Tonight: You're top cat.
might not be able to do everything you
want to do. or so you think at first! Enlist PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take a deep breath and relax. You
a partner in a project. Build togetherness might need some time off to curl up
with
and clear out additional errands. Make a a good book and take care of yourself'.
A
decision together about your day-to-day boss or parent makes a request you might
life. Be willing to try another way. like to fulfill. You are clearly overTonight: Hot toddies by the fire.
whelmed by all of the socializing and the
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
season. Say no if you need to. Tonight.
*** Another could be tough on you. Let others wonder what is up with you.
Consider the different ways you could
respond.. Move on. Share a favorite BORN TODAY
hobby with a loved one. Get together Singer David Bowie (1947), concert prowith friends for a common pastime or a moter Bill Graham (1931), actress
Yvette
group commitment. Good times'happen. Mimieux (1941)
Your feelings intensify about a loved
••*
one. Th
.night: Kick up your heels.
•

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
1-6-9
Pick 4:
0-5-6-2

CHRISTMAS DREAMS.. (Left to right) Austin Turner and his mother, Beverly, and Jason Smith
spend some time with Santa at the annual Dream Factory Christmas Party held Dec. 12. Austin
and Jason were among 78 other children at the party who had wishes fulfilled by the Dream
Factory last year.

Representative to be in Murray
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Thursday, Jan.
27 from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
• Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
surest° apply for a number at least_
two weeks before it will be needed.
• After a death in the family to

see if survivor benefits can be paid.
• When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can he paid.

EVENING
Pick 3:
7-3-4
Pick 4:
0-3-7-7
Cash 5:
10-16-19-20-28

SUBSCRIBE

Watch Your Savings Add Up
With The Purchase
Of These Great Brands...

• At retirement — at 65 for fullrate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare two or three months before 65
even if there are no plans for retirement.

4itst kvay

Anyone with a question or with
a report to Make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.
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Will You Be 65 In 2000 Or
Totally Disabled For
The Entire Year?
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Homestead and Disability Exemption
Can Reduce Your Property Taxes
The homestead exemption is for all homeowners who will
be 65 years of age during the current tax year or anyone
totally disabled for the entire year. The property must be in
homeowners name as of Jan. 1, 2000. Applicant must live
in the home and claim it as the primary residence. You must
apply in person at the PVA office and bring proof of age or
proof of disability. The total exemption allowed is $25,400.
Ronnie Jackson
Calloway County Property Valuation Administrator
Courthouse
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3482
Advertisement
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Look for money-saving coupons

inside the next edition of'
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES

1111
Ntlf 1110 Silverddo
Full Size tic

la, had d Faitssreasz
*Air Conditioning
*Automatic Transmission
•AM/FM Cassette Stereo
•Tilt

*Cruise
*Chrome Wheels
*Chrome Bumpers
*Carpet Floormats

• Plus A Whole Lot More!
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLETINC.
•

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270)753-1629
Email address - dtaylor Idd.net

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270)753-2617
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